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Creating the new product stream



“HEAVY  METAL” “HEAVY  METAL” 

SA20D Tool Layout Back End Tool Station Close Up of the powerful 5 HP Sub-Spindle



“HEAVY  METAL” 
has a new definition.

“HEAVY  METAL” 

Oil cooled built in motors.5 HP Sub-SpindleWork area stroke 210mm

 Before you buy your next CNC Swiss, you owe it to your customers – and to your business – to 

compare the newest generation of Nexturn CNC Swiss-Type Lathes to its competition. A powerful 

10 HP Main Spindle Motor and a 5 HP Sub-Spindle Motor are standard on the SA26D and SA32D 

Models. This includes a 1½ HP Mill/Drill Unit on the gang with a cross spindle speed of 8,000 

RPM’s. Equipped with 20 turning and 8 live tools. Amazing!

 There are many standard features on a Nexturn Machine that are paid options on some compet-

itive machines, such as a Parts Conveyor, Patrol Light, C-Axis Main/Sub-Spindle, and Synchronous 

RGB, just to name a few. The machines are controlled by the reliable FANUC 18i-TB 7-Axis Ethernet 

CNC System. All for thousands of dollars less than comparable equipment.

 The full line of Nexturn Models range from 12mm to 38mm in bar diameters. All Nexturn  

Machines come with a two-year parts warranty. Turn-Key applications are welcomed.

This time – choose NEXTURN!

603-474-7692    www.nexturnswiss.com



Exceptional

Just a phone call away
Wilcox Steel is an application oriented steel bar supplier that will provide you with the grade 
and size bar needed for your specific job requirements. Our extensive inventory and Lewis 
Technology production process enables us to provide you with exceptionally fast
turnaround, and our on-staff degreed metallurgist will help match your application
needs to our process capabilities and source material that’s right for your job.

We invite you to call Fran Larson today and discover how you can get exceptional
service, inventory and delivery from your steel bar supplier.

Plant and Warehouse-- Green Bay, Wisconsin Warehouse--Youngstown, Ohio

920-347-4730

Inventory. Delivery. Service.

Email:  sales@wilcoxsteel.com
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We are entering an amazing time for small businesses to brand 
and advertise themselves and their products. Streaming video 

on the web is changing our world. Get on the bandwagon soon, 
because your competitors will whether you take the plunge or not.

The vehicle that makes web videos so accessible is YouTube. 
I used to think the site was for kids or filmmakers or kooks, but 
it is now for everybody and every company with something to 
show.

My wife has a video on YouTube promoting a book she co-
authored about Attention Deficit Disorder and Bipolar Disorder, 
and Noah Graff has a reality show of eight episodes called “Jew 
Complete Me,” about his quest for a Jewish soul mate. Rex 
Magagnotti and I recently did a short video discussing Timken’s 
long delivery time for spindle bearings. We have over a thousand 
views in less than a month, many coming from outside of the U.S.

A small company, Blendtec of Orem, Utah, has built enor-
mous visibility with a simple series of videos entitled “Will it 
Blend?” in which they stick unexpected items in their blender 
(you see their product at Starbucks making Frappucinos) like 
an Apple iPhone, to see what happens in their high-powered 
blender. Blendtec’s sales have doubled to $40 million since they 
started their YouTube campaign.

Today’s Machining World will be incorporating video in most of 
our new swarfblog.com entries. I invite you, our readers, to send 
TMW your videos which connect with the machining world, to 
put on our website, www.todaysmachiningworld.com.

You don’t need to be a pro to do this. An idea and a camera 
will suffice to get you into this video world. Then you need a plan 
to get the word out. Lights, camera, action.

Lloyd Graff

Editor/Owner

Do the YouTube
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contributors
January’s talent pool.

Lloyd Graff has an M.A. in journalism from the University of Michigan. 

Lloyd splits his time between buying and selling machinery, writing 

Swarf and swarfblog and playing Fantasy Baseball on Yahoo. He is 

married to Risa, a world champion in Tae Kwan Doe. He has three chil-

dren and a granddaughter who are all above average. One of his life 

goals is to make 65 consecutive free throws on his 65th birthday.

Barbara Donohue received her mechanical engineering degree 
from MIT. She worked in design, heat transfer and manufacturing 
for several years before changing careers to become a journalist. 
Now she writes about technology and business from her home 
office in Acton, Massachusetts. When not writing, she sings in a 
choir, volunteers as a literacy tutor, and is weekend “foster mom” 
to a yellow Lab puppy named Tikva that is training to become a 
wheelchair assistance dog.

Mary Ethridge spent 18 years with the former Knight Ridder newspa-

pers. She recently covered business news for the Akron Beacon Journal 

in Ohio where she won several awards, including her enterprise reporting 

by the United Nations and the Associated Press. Her work has appeared in 

the Philadelphia Inquirer, Cleveland magazine and the Miami Herald. She 

graduated from Princeton with a degree in English literature. Ethridge 

is known for getting sources to spill all: Cindy Crawford once confessed 

to her an addiction to blueberry Pop-Tarts.  Currently, her biggest chal-

lenge is coming to terms with her teenager’s nose piercing.

Robert Strauss  was formerly a reporter for Sports Illustrated and the 

Philadelphia Daily News, and a news producer at KYW-TV in Philadel-

phia. Now a freelance writer based in Haddonfield, N.J., where he rev-

els in his two daughters’ basketball prowess and their eye-rolling at 

his bad puns, his work appears most often in the New York Times, the 

Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times Today’s Machining World.



www.hurco.com     800.634.2416

I N C O N T R O L

VM Series
General Purpose

VMX Series
High Performance

VTX Series
5-Axis

HTX Series
Horizontal

TM Series
Lathes

Size is important.
If you’re under the impression that Hurco only 
makes small machines, give us another look. 
We’ve been busy designing the right machines 
to fi t nearly every application. Our current 
VMCs range from 24 inches to 84 inches and 
lathes from 6 to 10 inches. And they all come 
with lots of Best In Class features that are 

standard—not add-ons that nickel and dime 
you to death. 

Additionally, they all come with WinMax®
Control Software that takes machining to the 
next level. 

Contact Hurco or your local distributor to fi nd 
the size that fi ts you.

Machines shown with options.

Today's Machining World_Nov07.indd   1 11/7/2007   10:13:03 AM





In closing, I would like to congratulate you and your entire 
staff for putting together a magazine that is informative and 
entertaining to read. Not typical of a manufacturing maga-
zine. God Bless America and all the people working to keep 
this country the world leader that it is and should always be.

 
                                                                                    Mike Mosilah

                                                                                    EFC

                                                                                    Binghamton , NY

No Company Killer
I would like to take this brief moment to respond to your 

magazine’s pieces concerning the situation surrounding Gene 
Haas, “Crime and Punishment” (Oct. 2007) and “Tragedy of 
Character,” (Sept. 2007).  Other than pleading guilty on the 
same date, I find  it hard to compare what Mr. Haas did to 
what amounts to the antisocial behavior of Michael Vick, who 
tortured and killed defenseless animals. Furthermore, you com-
pare Mr. Haas’ transgressions to those of Dennis Kozlowski 
and Jeffrey Skilling, not to mention the late Ken Lay. Mr. Haas 
is the  sole owner of a privately held company, which he started 
from  scratch. Haas Automation, Inc. is the machine tooling 
success because of Mr. Haas’ ingenuity and his acumen for 
surrounding himself with dedicated and talented designers. 
Mr. Haas employs Americans who design and build Ameri-
can-made products (what a concept in our service driven, 
outsourced ridden economy). Furthermore, Mr. Haas at no 
time ever jeopardized the retirement savings of his employees 
(see Enron). Mr. Haas made a mistake, he has now admitted 
as much, and he is taking responsibility for that. By all means 
criticize him for what the facts have shown. But please don’t 
compare him to an animal or a company killer.

 
Sylvana L. Guidotti, M.D.

Ventura, CA
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Something on your mind? 

We’d love to hear it.

Turkey Talk
Being an avid reader of TMW, I am finally compelled to 

write a letter to your excellent magazine. Receiving your Nov. 
07 edition, on the day before Thanksgiving coincidently, made 
me compare it to just that – a turkey. Page after page.

  The interview with General Batiste was the start. First 
of all, I would like to thank the general for his and all U.S. 
military personnel for their service to America. Their job is 
difficult and necessary. His assessment of the Iraq theater is 
disturbing. Anyone with family there would be heart sick after 
reading it. I feel his opinion of the difference between the 
army and civilian business is part of the reason the conflict in 
Iraq is so mismanaged. He states “once a decision is made, 
people proceed in that direction whether they agree with it or 
not.” If the general would have been allowed to give input to 
his superiors some of the mistakes may not have occurred, a 
serious consideration when human lives are at stake. “Find 
out who the resisters are and get rid of them” is definitely a 
flawed concept in the business world. Hopefully he reconsid-
ers and allows input from the boots on the ground!

Turn the page: Outsourcing Revealed? A great primer on 
how companies can profit and not employ U.S. citizens. 
Outsourcing highly specialized work doesn’t make sense on 
any level. Why not? With the world wide web, CNC machines, 
and the afore mentioned bargain wage costs, it’s only a mat-
ter of time. China’s business leaders are not blind to the U.S. 
opinion of them being at the bottom of “the smiley curve.” As 
Bruce Springsteen sang about the U.S. steel industry, “Those 
jobs are going, son, and they ain’t never coming back.” 

  Turn the page: David Collison’s information that since the 
Canadian dollar is worth more than the U.S. dollar it is more eco-
nomical for him to buy a $170K Porsche here is precious. Maybe 
I’ll take out a second mortgage on my house and go buy one. 

 Turn the page: Afterthought. Lloyd, I love your writings, 
from Swarf (a term a precision surface grinder operator like 
myself is quite familiar with) to Afterthought, but the fact 
that you are no longer coloring your hair does not seem too 
noteworthy to me.





One of the best early indicators of the American economy may be breast implants, tummy 

tucks and LASIK procedures.  According to the December 8th Wall Street Journal, cosmetic 

surgery is a dead-on indicator of consumer confidence. Confidence is not a perfect match for 

consumer behavior, but uninsured cosmetic procedures are expensive, put off-able acts like  

car buying and condo shopping.

The Journal tells us that breast building is soft, and the fat has been sucked out of the  

liposuction racket for the moment, so we can expect the stock market to droop.

Cutera, the Brisbane, California laser maker, says that their earnings picture has darkened  

like liver spots, which may translate into weaker house remodeling sales and affect our 

world adversely.

Never underestimate the importance of Botox. It’s one more wrinkle in understanding the  

path of the machining world.

By Lloyd Graff
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A Wrinkle in Time

(Swarf continued on next page)
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built Milltronics Manufacturing company quill by quill into a 
$40 million a year builder of machining centers, CNC lathes 
and controls. The business has never been more solid or 
recognized. His son Benji, at 32, is Chief Operating Officer, 
his wife Louise works half-time and is the power behind 
the throne, and Tim, at 61, breathes the business for daily 
sustenance.

Yet he sold Milltronics to Liberty Diversified Industries, a 
Minnesota industrial firm six months ago. 

In a long expansive interview with Noah and me in early 
December (which will appear in next month’s issue;  check 
out the video on our website ) Tim discussed his decision to 
sell the business.

He really wanted to pass it on to his children, but his 
lawyers could not figure out a way to meet the needs of 
the family and his desire to get out of perpetual hock. 
Trying to run a machine tool manufacturer that competes 
head on with Haas and Mazak and Hurco and Hardinge in 
Costa Mesa and Costa Rica takes a mountain of money. 
Tim has $10 million in inventory with spare parts, cast-
ings and machines in process. With a 30 to 40 percent 
gross margin on his machines, he clears a solid return 
on investment but not enough to both expand and clear 
debt the way he would like.

To say that Tim loves the business would be an understate-
ment. I think he lives for it, yet he sold Milltronics because he 
knows he can’t beat either death or taxes in the long run.

The irony of the sale is that one of the selling points to LDI 
was that his son Benji knew the business cold and was ready 
to step up. But he wasn’t prepared to take on a mountain 
of debt to assure the financial security of this parents. Benji 
also has a brother who works for the business but is not in 
management, and a sister who lives in the area but is not in 
the business.

So Tim and Louise Rashleger looked the succession, 
estate and debt issues in the eye and concluded that selling 
Milltronics was the best choice.

For LDI the acquisition made perfect business sense.  
They understand capital intensive businesses because they 
own a paper mill, they inherit successful management that 
wants to grow, and they are local. They are doubling the 
Waconia, Minnesota manufacturing facility as the first step 
in scaling the business. They are investing in marketing and 
international sales to tap into the excellent reputation the firm 
already has.

Tim is in that netherworld of being the founder and former 
owner as LDI sorts things out. His passion for Milltronics 
seems undiminished as he walks through the plant, know-

For 30 years, Tim Rashleger has

UNIVERSAL
INCORPORATED

AUTOMATICS

Your Source For
Quality Pre-Owned

CNC and Swiss-Type
Turning Centers

We specialize in:

We also offer most
Single and Multi-Spindle

Automatics and Rotary Transfers

Swiss-Type (sliding headstock)

CNC Turning Centers

Barfeeds – Magazine & Single Tube

Other Services

Citizen, Star, Tsugami, Nomura, Tornos

Miyano, Mazak, Okuma, Haas, Index,
Daewoo, Eurotech, Traub, Hardinge,
Hitachi Sieki, Mori Sieki, Gildemeister

LNS, IEMCA, FMB, Fedek, Hardinge,
Lipe, Cucchi, SMW, Spego

Financing, Buy, Sell, Trade, Appraise, Auctions

Phone: (954)202-0063
Fax: (954)202-0170

www.universalautomatics.com
email:sales@universalautomatics.com

“Big enough to serve all your machinery needs—
small enough to appreciate your business.”
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AND EVEN

If you’re tired of poor metal cutting 
performance from your present 
engineered products, get the ETCO 
advantage.  Our full line of Mini Shank 
Tooling and Indexable Inserts (with 
zero radius a standard) have the edge to 
outperform all others.  We stock a com-
plete inventory of qualified Tool Holders 
and Inserts for Swiss Style Screw Ma-
chines such as Tornos, Citizen, Star, 
Nomura, Tsugami, Hardinge and more.  

If that doesn’t cut it, our top quality 
Medical Grade and Custom Grinding 
capabilities will meet your exact specifica-
tions. That will improve any bottom line.

57 Grant St., Waltham, MA 02451
781/788-8888

Fax: 781/736-1987
www.etcotooling.com

ENGINEERED
 TOOLING CORPORATION

TELEPHONE - 781-788-8888
FACSIMILE - 781-736-1987

WEBSITE:  www.etcotooling.com
E-MAIL: info@etcotooling.com

COMPLETE LINE OF INDEXABLE THREAD 
WHIRLING TOOLS AND INSERTS

•  FOR ALL CNC SWISS MACHINES

•  ALL INDEXABLE WHIRLING BODIES AND INSERTS

•  ALL THREAD FORMS AVAILABLE IN FULL FORM AND PARTIAL FORM

•  SPECIALIZING IN ALL BONE SCREW FORMS

GIVE US A WHIRL AND CALL ETCO FOR ALL OF YOUR 
THREAD WHIRLING AND THREADING NEEDS

ing every order. But in a year or two the company will be 
different. Businesses are organic. They always change and 
a new owner, no matter how benign, means Milltronics will 
become a different, perhaps better company, even if Tim 
continues to run it. The drama of business always unfolds 
– like it or not. (Go to www.todaysmachiningworld.com to 
see a video excerpt of the Rashleger interview).

Drew Devitt has built a machine
tool bearing and machinery repair business near  
Philadelphia named New Way Air Bearings with sales near 
$10 million.

He is an entrepreneur with his fingers in several esoteric 
ventures related to porous media and precision machining. 
He also is dyslexic and likely deals with Attention Deficit 
Disorder (see Afterthought).

To make his life easier, he uses new Dragon voice  
recognition software, which enables him to dictate letters, 
articles and presentations into a computer and end up  
with a viable written document. He may give the copy to an 
associate for cleaning up the punctuation, but he says the 
Dragon is working for him with a little bit of voice training  
for the computer.

Devitt is probably one of millions of entrepreneurs with 
dyslexia or Attention Deficit Disorder. Charles Schwab of 
brokerage fame and David Neeleman, the founder of Jet 
Blue, have been upfront in talking about their dyslexia, but a 
recent study by the Cass Business School in London says the 
evidence points to a link between entrepreneurial acumen 
and what is called dyslexia and ADD in schools.

From my observation, the connection is part of a mindset 
which enables one to look at the world in a non-linear way. 
What may look to a teacher or a parent as impulsiveness and 
lack of focus can be translated into the business or machin-
ing world as an ability to look at problems in a unique way, 
and a lack of patience with conventional problem solving.

Impulsiveness may play out as curiosity about a  
path never taken. Lack of focus may unveil itself in  



the business setting as kinetic energy directed toward 
intuitive solutions to problems.

This is the flip side of ADD, which is in dire need of  
re-labeling.  ADD is the label of a learning problem which 
could also be labeled “hyper-curiosity” or “intuitive ap-
proaches to problems,” especially when the right medication 
and psychological connections are in place.

The Drew Devitts of New Way Air Bearings abound in 
business. Drew struggled with a  “D” average in high  
school. He did not fit the conventional learning package  
his conventional teachers appreciated. He was already  
working in the family business of selling exotic porous media 
for repair solutions in industry and working as an insulation 
installer while in high school, but his parents urged him 
to find a college that would appreciate him.  He attended 
Elizabethtown College in Pennsylvania, where he started a 
real estate information business.

Now at 45, Drew Devitt will be running a seminar at  
IMTS and promoting New Way. His company recently 
repaired a giant $10 million Ingersoll machine at a Siemens 
plant, and his business is prospering in the windmill energy 
business by fitting the huge gears.

For Drew, a dyslexic who probably never read Don  
Quixote, the fun is in chasing the wind farm business,  
not tilting at other folks’ windmills.

Jim Graff and Rex Magagnotti
attended the TURNTEC show in Frankfurt, Germany, pros-
pecting for machinery buyers from the Rest of the World. 
The attendees were mostly from large European machining 
firms and they were bullish about business. Like the U.S., the 
contract machining business is consolidating. If you drive 
around the Haute-Savoie, nestled in the Jura Mountains in 
France, a lot of the small shops in Vougy and Bonneville and 
Cluses are closed. But a lot of bigger shops with access to 
capital and managerial talent beyond the family are thriving.

One trend they found is that big shops have opened 
or partnered with operations in lower cost regions like 
China, Vietnam, India or Brazil. This enables them to 
meet the needs of global customers who seek shorter 
supply lines and provides lower cost labor for jobs which 
require people power.

The Germans, French, Swiss, Spanish and Italians are 
fighting their talent deficit by moving into Eastern Europe 
to tap the skills of the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, 
Slovenia and other former Communist states.

Some are looking to form alliances with North American 
machining firms to take advantage of the weakness of the 
U.S. dollar versus the euro. 

In talking with American firms I’ve noticed they are using 
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dollar softness, not by going to Europe or Japan to bid  
jobs, but waiting for the global sourcing companies to 
come to them for competitive quotes, which now look  
better in dollars.

because there are juicy fees and reliable income streams 
with high visibility. We may see a slowdown in deals because 
bankers are laying off people and trying to cumulatively clear 
their heads after being bludgeoned by writedowns forced 
by corporate disclosure laws like Sarbanes-Oxley. The irony 
is that the post-Enron legislation may force banks to book 
losses which may never happen because they are terrified of 
legal muggings later for covering up shortfalls. 

The Milltronics sale to Liberty Diversified Industries of 
New Hope, Minnesota closed seven months ago when the 
sub-prime hurricane was a small tropical depression. I talked 
to Larry Fiterman, the head of LDI, and he was forthcoming 
about how private equity deals happen. He says they were 
not looking for a company in machine tools but when they 
were approached about Milltronics they liked the financials 
and especially the people and the culture. Fiterman said that 
because Milltronics had trained committed leadership for 
the longer term in Tim Rashleger’s son Benji, the deal made 
sense for them.

Another recent private equity deal – the sale of Ryerson 
Steel – to a California deal company, Platinum Partners, 
showed another side of private equity sales. Ryerson was 
spun off long ago from Inland Steel. Based in Chicago, they 
were publicly held and cautiously run. As steel distribution 
firms prospered in the last few years, Ryerson stammered 

Private equity firms buying 
metalworking companies is a trend which is continuing. 
Despite the turmoil at the money center banks over  
sub-prime mortgage paper, there still is a demand for money 
to do deals. Harsco Corporation recently sold four divisions 
including the Sherwood operation, which we discussed in 
the October issue.

Wind Point Partners, a Chicago private equity group, 
closed the deal in early December, showing that financing 
can still be obtained. The big banks want to do these deals 
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and stuttered. Reliance Steel gobbled up the market’s low 
hanging fruit while Ryerson’s sales and profits languished. 
The stock community punished the value of the company 
and Ryerson bungled its marketing. Hedge funds started 
buying big chunks of stock and forced a beleaguered CEO 
into putting the company up for sale. Platinum won the bid 
and took Ryerson private – at least for the moment.

It appears that private equity groups are going to be  
offering the cash for corporate shifts for quite a while.

swarf

you may be underwater on your house, and your credit card 
just pumped up your interest rate 10 points just for the thrill 
of making you sweat, but the hints of a rebound are already 
peaking out.

In Phoenix where the home market always jumps around 
like a kid’s blood sugar, big builders like D.R. Horton and 
Lennar are selling developed lots at flea market prices to 
smaller, privately-held players. It is a good sign that there 
are bargain hunters sniffing for land deals from the battered 
publicly-held residential builders who had been living off the 
folly of Merrill Lynch and Citibank for the last few years.

My thesis on the housing slump is that it will resolve 
itself a lot faster than the Princes of Doom have predicted. 
Whether the money comes from Dubai or Dubuque, there 
will be plenty of dough for bargains. Homes will sell even 
in hapless Stockton and overbuilt Miami if the buyers can 
smell blood.

The desert may be bone dry around Phoenix, but smart 
money is already seeing the green.

I know sub-prime is in the toilet,

from a competitor if they could make their firms better.
This high stakes talent grab struck me where I live. 

As a small business owner, I cannot afford to call a head 
hunter and tell him that I want the best person available 
– price be damned. I sometimes feel like I am the Kansas 
City Royal’s general manager vying with the New York 
Yankees for pitchers.

But as I’ve thought about my situation, I’ve developed 
a different view. To me the question is, do you want to be 
the best magazine or machinery business you can be, or 
do you want to settle for doing what you’ve always done?

As I go into the new year I find this an unnerving and 
difficult question to answer clearly and truthfully to 
myself.

To ask continuous improvement from yourself and 
your staff is a fine cliché to affirm, but to live by it and 
accept its corollary, which is to replace those who do not 
embrace professional growth, is a harder proposition.

Do you replace the machine operator who shows up 
every day, does his job, but is oblivious to stretching his 
performance? The reality is that the person you replace 
him with may talk a good game, but perform less reliably.

Big companies like General Electric ask their managers 
to identify the poorest 10 percent of workers and replace 
them. It is a way to refresh the organization. Does it 
work? I don’t know, but I am sure it sends a bolt of stress 
through the company, which may be a good thing at G.E. 
but not necessarily for a small machine shop which is 
supplying them.

I find the issue of settling more unsettling every  
year. As I get older I value personal relationships with 
colleagues highly, but the sense of my glass half empty 
makes me more impatient with imperfect performance 
or nonchalant attitude. If my mantra today is, “if not now, 
when,” it is hard to accept the nice guy who is counting 
the days to retirement.

I think most bosses navigate their professional lives 
in the murky channel between bastard and mensch. An 
Ellison and Jobs, who became Kings of the Valley,  
have a clear idea of who they are and don’t worry about it, 
I suspect.

I applaud their clarity and decisiveness, and wish I 
could be a little bit more like them.

chairs game of job switching legal counsel in high-tech 
land. Apple lost its legal top gun to Qualcomm in San 
Diego. So Steve Jobs went out and hired away Oracle’s 
top law dude. Oracle’s Larry Ellison then raided Silicon 
Valley’s most prestigious legal firm for its next legal 
fixer. These billion dollar firms run by billionaire found-
ers or sons of founders wanted only the best legal tal-
ent they could buy, and were perfectly willing to steal it 

We recently saw the musical 



At our level, every part counts.

That’s why Miyano designs and builds the highest quality turning centers in the industry. Miyano is the world 
leader in the manufacturing of precision machining equipment. Our machines are put to the test in the most 
critical operations, and pass with flying colors time and time again.

For high efficiency manufacturing of complex parts in a single setup, nothing beats the Miyano 
ABX-64TH2 Super Turning Center. It features two spindles and three turrets, and each of the two upper 
turrets on the left and right side features a Y-Axis control. A lower turret, capable of working on both the left 
and right sides, makes a total of 36 tool stations (all capable of utilizing live tools) available to perform complex 
simultaneous front and back operations in a single setup.

For more information, please call us or visit our website.

630-766-4141
www.miyano-usa.com

Fast is Fun.

Fast is Fundamental.
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By Jerry Levine book review

Comments? You can email Jerry Levine at jerroldlevine@yahoo.com.

Schulz came from a family that never expressed feelings, 
leaving him with self-doubt and a need to be loved. He did not 
need to be happy — just loved. He hoped through his work he 
could get that love, but it always seemed to elude him. 

The book opens with the story of Schulz being drafted into 
the Army in 1942 and shipping out to boot camp. 
He was an only child who had been away from 
home for just two nights in his life and was al-
ready suffering from homesickness. His mother 
was dying from cervical cancer — a fact hidden 
from her (and from Schulz) — by her husband 
and her doctor. She had just learned her diagno-
sis when Schulz went in to see her lying ill in her 
bed. She turned to him and said, “Well, I guess 
it’s time to say goodbye,” and then rolled over to 
face the wall. Schulz boarded the troop train and 
arrived at camp to learn his mother had died. 

Schulz’s life plays out in his cartoon characters. 
He sees himself as Charlie Brown – an Every-
man who gains strength by admitting in his 
confrontations with life that the best he can do 
is persevere. When embarrassed or humiliated, 
Charlie rarely expresses rage or even self-pity – just stoic 
endurance. 

Snoopy is his alter-ego who can laugh and dance and 
imagine himself a great hero. He is also Linus, insecure and 
ponderous, but also represents Schulz’s spiritual side. Lucy is 
modeled after his first wife — a redhead, but not the cartoon’s 
well-known red-haired girl who broke his heart as a teenager. 
She was always his first true love, and years later after his 
divorce Schulz tried to reconcile with her. 

Since this is a dual biography, Michaelis intersperses 
cartoon strips with the prose to show how Schulz’s real 
life played out in the daily paper. Even when suffering from 

depression or a collapsing marriage, Schulz refused to go to 
a counselor, fearing it would ruin his strip. He said, “I draw 
comic strips because I have feelings way back in my mind 
that come out in little pictures and funny little sayings.” 
Thus, Schulz was both owner and possession of the strip. 

In spite of the fact that for most of his life 
Schulz saw himself as a cipher, he was extraor-
dinarily successful and had a major impact on 
American culture. The Apollo 10 command 
module was named Charlie Brown and the lunar 
module was called Snoopy. The astronauts 
beamed an image of Snoopy to a billion people 
worldwide. It is a tribute to Schulz that so many 
of todays popular cartoon strips have followed 
Peanuts lead.

Schulz’s books, which are collections of 
the strip, made him the fourth best selling 
author in American history. During his heyday 
Schulz’s income was about $40 million 
per year. The musical “You’re a Good Man, 
Charlie Brown” is the most produced musical 
in American theater, and “A Charlie Brown 

Christmas,” for which he insisted there be no laugh track, 
that children do the voice work, and that Linus recite from 
the Bible to demonstrate the true meaning of Christmas 
(all against the producer’s wishes), is the longest running 
animated Christmas special on TV. 

Charles Schulz’s life exemplifies how so many artists inform 
us as they play out their own demons in their creations. It’s 
possible it is not only poets who are the “unacknowledged 
legislators of the world” as Shelley suggested; perhaps in our 
age it is also the cartoonists. Comic strips are often modern 
day parables which yield eternal truths about the human 
predicament. 

Everybody loved “Peanuts.” But why? What did Charles Schulz and friends Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus and 

Snoopy touch within us that made us identify with them? David Michaelis and his dual biography Schulz 

and Peanuts gives us some remarkable insight. Schulz said, “If you want to know who I am, read my strip.” 

Schulz was one part philosopher and one part artist, but also a depressed, lonely person who never got over 

his mother’s death. 

You Were a Great Man, Charlie Brown



The smallest part you make… 
can make an impact on someone’s future
The delicate components of a collision sensor system 
must be precisely machined – many thousands of times 
over. The new Star SR-20RIII automatic lathe makes 
the precision manufacture of critical parts both 
highly repeatable and exceedingly fast, with 
twice the fabrication speeds of previous 
systems. Accuracy, efficiency and productivity… 
with so much riding on it, is there any reason 
to settle for less? We understand it’s not just 
a part, it’s a part of life.

PERFECTION IN MOTION

www.PerfectionInMotion.com

HEADQUARTERS 123 Powerhouse Road • P.O. Box 9 • Roslyn Heights, NY 11577 • Tel: 516 484-0500
MIDWEST 375 Bennett Road • Elk Grove Village, IL 6007 • Tel: 847 437-8300

WEST COAST 22609 La Palma Avenue • Suite 204 • Yorba Linda, CA 92887 • Tel: 714 694-1255
TECH CENTER c/o Numberequip • 4810 Briar Road • Cleveland, OH 44135 • Tel: 216 433-9290

TECH CENTER 5 Craftsman Road • East Windsor, CT 06088 • Tel: 860 627-7833
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New Kid on the Block
Hardinge’s new collet blocks can be used horizontally  
or vertically on mill tables, flat or angled fixture plates, 
tombstones or rotary trunnions. Sizes are available from  
the 1C micro medical machining industry up to the 35J  
mid-range automotive and aerospace industries. Modular 
collets blocks are compact with a low profile for increased 
axis travel and for maximum layout of the workspace. 

A collet automatically centers the workpiece for reduced 
setup time. Centers remain fixed when the fixture is removed 
from the machine table. A collet provides equal gripping 
pressure around the circumference of the part. Collets 
ordered with serrations can add additional gripping power 
to prevent push-back and radial slipping. Extended-nose col-
lets can provide additional tool clearance. Some collet blocks 
accept expanding collets to grip a part at the internal diameter. 

For more information contact Hardinge at 800-843-8801 or visit www.
hardinge.com. 

Do the Doosan
Doosan Infracore’s new Puma 480 turning center features 
widely spaced, wrap-around guideways, each induction hard-
ened, precision ground, and bonded with a low friction fluro-
plastic coating that reduces wear and dampens vibration. Its 
45o slant bed allows easy access to tools, chucks, and work 
pieces while assisting coolant flow and chip removal. Torque 
tube design eliminates bending and twisting, and provides 
through-the-casting air flow for cooler temperatures. 

 The headstock casting is mounted on the same ground 
surface as the tailstock. The cartridge-type spindle is sup-
ported by a double row of cylindrical roller bearings on either 

side of duplex angular thrust bearings. The 12-station turret 
employs a large 12.6" diameter Curvic coupling and exerts 
26,200 lbs. of hydraulic clamp force. Indexing repeatability is 
+/-0.0005o. Turret indexing is non-stop bi-directional,  
with a 0.25 sec. next-station index time.  A rotary encoder  
determines the turret position, and a proximity switch con-
firms clamp. The Puma 480 turning center is suitable  
for parts up to 25.6" diam. by 40" long. 

For more information, please contact Doosan at 973-618-2500 or 
visit www.doosan.com.
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fresh stuff

Monster Mash
MonsterSwiss’ new high-pressure coolant pumps, the  
“MP-B” series, use the Hydra-Cell® diaphragm pump, which 
is said to reduce maintenance costs because there are no 
packings, cups, or seals. In lathe and mill applications, this 
pump is said to remove chips from deep and blind holes 
and reduces “cyclic cooling” in milling applications. In 
grinding, the MP-B’s high-pressure (1,000-psi) keeps the 
wheels free of swarf build-up and optimally cooled, again 
by breaking the boundary layer created by the wheels high 
speed. The MP-B’s positive displacement design allows 
users to adjust the flow rate by changing the speed of the 
pump shaft. This is a helpful feature when using tools with 
different coolant flow requirements. 

For more information on MP pumps, please call 800-808-1020 or visit  
www.MonsterSwiss.com.

Cell-Ebrate 
The new JobShop Cell from Methods Machine Tools is a 
fully integrated production cell that combines a RoboDrill 
Vertical Machining Center with a fully interfaced FANUC  
6-axis robot for automated loading/unloading. It comes 
complete with inbound and outbound conveyors and 
guarding. The standardized work-handling interface  
accommodates a variety of hydraulic or pneumatic  
workholding options. 

The automotive-duty-rated FANUC RoboDrill VMC  
offers a 14-tool (or optional 21-tool) tool changer, torque to 
56 ft-lbs, rigid tapping to 5000 RPM (8000 RPM optional), 
accelerations (in X, Y, and Z axes) to 1.5 G, rapid traverses 
to 2125 IPM, feed rates to 1181 IPM (2362 IPM optional), 
high-speed reverse tapping, thread milling, 1000 register-
able programs, and 54 work offsets. The high-speed, 6-axis 
FANUC LR Mate 200iC robot comes with grippers, a  
teaching pendant, and several programs that can be  
customized to user needs.

For more information, please contact Methods Machine Tools at  
978-443-5388 or visit www.methodsmachine.com.



Spirit in the Sky
The new Agietron Spirit 3 CNC die-sinking 
EDM is capable of handling workpieces up to 
43" x 30" x 15 and features a CE compliant de-
sign that improves thermal stability over long 
periods of time. The Agietron Spirit 3 has a 
manual-centering mode that precisely centers 
an electrode in an existing cavity. Additionally, 
the integration of the C-axis adds capability 
for rotation, indexing and complex erosion, 
while the inclusion of AgieBril™ technology 
within the spark generator provides finishes 
as fine as Ra 0.2µm in steel using copper 
electrodes.

The Spirit 3 is a “Plug & Play” EDM system 
that enables start up and production within  
an hour of delivery. The Spirit 3 also contains  
Automatic Erosion Programming to select 
erosion technologies by application type, set 
minimum wear and maximum removal  
priorities. Additionally, the unit includes  
some of the following built-in planetary  
(orbiting) application technologies: Equimode, 
circular orbit, 2D vector, 3D vector, continuous 
rotation, continuous circle or sphere, and 
contouring.

For more information, please contact Agie Charmilles at  
800-CTC-1EDM, or visit www.gfac.com/us.

Hardinge
®

Precision
for Swiss Turning

MEDICAL •AEROSPACE •ELECTRONICS

  24-HOUR DELIVERY of precision   
  Swiss-type collets and guide bushings, 
  plus 100’s of proven solutions for 
  common gripping dilemmas for

• Special-accuracy

• Extruded stock

• Short gripping

• Non-marking

• Pushback

• Stepped gripping

• Tool clearance 

• Synchronization 

• ID gripping

• Part ejection

• Small diameter feed

TURNING  MILL ING  GRINDING  WORKHOLDING

One Hardinge Drive|P.O. Box 1507| Elmira, New York 14902-1507 USA
Phone: 800.843.8801 or 607.378.4022  Fax: 607.734.3886  Live Online Support: www.hardingetooling.com
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fresh stuff

Power to the REGO
REGO-FIX® has introduced powRgrip® PG 32, 
which uses a toolholder and collet to generate a 
high clamping force while still maintaining a T.I.R 
of less than 0.0001", according to the company.

powRgrip PG 32 gives customers the ability to 
clamp tool shanks ranging up to 1" in diameter. 
The PG 32 collet is inserted into the holder using 
a table-top mini-press that generates nine tons of 
force. Available in both metric and inch diameters 
up to 1" (25mm), the system relies on the interfer-
ence between the holder and collet to create its 
clamping force.

The powRgrip system uses the mechanical 
properties of the holder material to generate  
gripping force with run-out below 0.0001".  It takes 
less than 10 seconds to press in a tool or remove it 
from the holder. Because no heat is used, tools can 
be used immediately after a tool change. 

For more information, please call 1-800-REGO-FIX or  
visit www.rego-fix.com.



 

fresh stuff
Put your Right Hand In
With the new TM25 Thread Mill System from Kennametal, 
one tool suffices for both left- and right-handed threading 
applications, and contains more inserts per diameter  
for higher feed rates. Constructed with a steel body and 
carbide inserts, the TM25 Thread Mills feature longer-
edge inserts and have two cutting edges per insert for 
better economy on the parallel thread forms.

While suitable for internal and external threading on 
most workpiece materials, the TM25 Thread Mills are 
designed for use in general engineering, automotive, 
aerospace and MTI applications. It is available for parallel 
and tapered threadmilling applications in pitches from  
1-2 mm ISO Unified, 11-10 Whitworth, 11.5-14 NPT and 
11-14 BSPT.

For more information, visit www.kennametal.com.





Same Company, New name.
UGITECH USA is now SCHMOLZ + BICKENBACH.

We will now operate entirely under one cohesive international brand, SCHMOLZ + BICKENBACH.  Our 
product offering remains the same.  Our technical and customer service remains the same.  Our network 
of warehouses and commitment to carry inventory remains the same.  In fact, the only real change our 
customers will notice is a different name on our paperwork and a different name when we answer the 
telephone.  Our name change is driven by the rationale to brand ourselves with the rest of our global 
distribution network.  Sometimes a new name just makes more sense. 

For more information, please visit www.schmolz-bickenbach.us, or call toll free at (877) 844-6387.
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fresh stuff
Spin Me ‘Round
The sPINner machine from Earth-Chain batch deburrs 
ferrous and non-ferrous parts produced on swiss-type 
screw machines and lathes. Its batch deburrs most small, 
precision parts produced for the medical, electronics, and 
aerospace industries. The sPINner’s stainless steel pin 
media removes light burrs and microburrs without  
harming the part. Because the media is magnetically 
activated it can deburr internal cavities, slots, holes, and 
even blind holes. All parts are automatically demagnetized 
at the end of the deburring cycle.

The sPINner is fully programmable for hands-free  
operation. It comes in 3 different sizes to batch deburr 
small, medium, and large quantities of parts. Visit the 
Earth-Chain website to see a video of the sPINner in 
action. Earth-Chain requests that you send your sample 
parts in for a free evaluation. They will deburr your part 
and return it with test results and run time information.

For more information, call Earth-Chain at  877-354-3837  or visit  
www.earth-chainusa.com.

Turn, Turn, Turn
Sandvik Coromant’s CoroTurn TR® features a 
robust T-rail interface that boosts performance 
in profile machining through improved clamp-
ing stability and security. Due to the pressure 
exerted on tools during profile operations, 
clamping designs can leave inserts open during 
machining, resulting in reduced quality and 
tolerances. To combat this, Sandvik Coromant’s 
T-Rail design uses long insert screws and 
horizontal and vertical rails to provide strong 
support while reducing movement in the tool 
holder. Additionally, CoroTurn’s innovative de-
sign utilizes optimized geometries to facilitate 
high levels of chip evacuation  
necessary for continuous, uninterrupted  
machining. 

For more information, please contact Sandvik Coromant  
Company at 201-794-5223 or visit  
www.coromant.sandvik.com/us.



Same Company, New name.
UGITECH USA is now SCHMOLZ + BICKENBACH USA.

We will now operate entirely under one cohesive international brand, SCHMOLZ + BICKENBACH USA.  
Our product offering remains the same.  Our technical and customer service remains the same.  Our 
network of warehouses and commitment to carry inventory remains the same.  In fact, the only real 
change our customers will notice is a different name on our paperwork and a different name when we 
answer the telephone.  Our name change is driven by the rationale to brand ourselves with the rest of 
our global distribution network.  Sometimes a new name just makes more sense. 

For more information, please visit www.schmolz-bickenbach.us, or call toll free at (877) 844-6387.
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By Mary Ethridge
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“I used to work for Timex and I was always studying 

watches. Now, it’s faucets. I study them in hotels,  

airports, everywhere,” she said. “I get some strange 

looks, but I’m always looking for inspiration.”

A Central Spigot
It was just this sort of passion that led a college student 

named Al Moen to come up with a radical concept for a 

faucet.  In 1937, according to corporate lore, he was  

working part-time in a Seattle garage to earn tuition 

money. One night, as he cleaned up, a sudden burst of 

hot water scalded his hand.  In those days, all sinks had 

two spigots – one for cold and one for hot. People ferried 

their hands back and forth in an attempt to find a  

comfortable temperature.

When Moen began to draw up designs for a  

single-handed mixing faucet, the initial response was, 

well, lukewarm. Moen’s first design was for a  

double-valve faucet with a cam to control the two valves. 

It was rejected by a major fixture manufacturer for a 

simple reason: it didn’t work. Moen then went to a  

cylindrical design. From that experience, he resolved 

to create a faucet that would give the user water at the 

desired temperature with a piston action. Between 1940 

and 1945, he designed several faucets, finally selling the 

first single-spout faucet to Ravenna Products of Seattle. 

In 1947, Ravenna sold 250 units to a San Francisco  

plumbing supply house. 

 The timing for Moen couldn’t have been better.  

It’s a common fixture, certainly, but please don’t call 

it by its pedestrian name.  The up-to-date among us 

consider it jewelry for the kitchen and bath.

And like jewelry, faucets vary from the equivalent of 

Harry Winston down to Winn-Dixie in quality and  

caché.  Most consumers have some idea of how to tell 

a high-quality piece of jewelry from a fake. But the 

methods for determining high quality in a faucet aren’t 

so broadly known. That poses particular challenges for 

leading manufacturers that trade on a reputation for in-

novation and reliability, such as Moen Inc., a division of 

Chicago-based Fortune Brands (NYSE:FO).

“They all carry water, but it’s how well they do it,” said 

Mike Malek, director of product development for Moen. 

Competition from good-looking, no-name low cost 

imports – the cubic zirconium of fixtures – is a serious 

issue in the $10 billion-plus plumbing parts business.  

U.S. manufacturers have had to find ways to maintain 

both healthy margins and high quality.  Doing so at 

Moen has meant major changes in everything from 

design and machining to sales and service.

Moen must be doing something right. Last year, it was 

the first one of Fortune Brands’ companies to reach the 

$1 billion sales mark.

It seems like a simple enough device, but a faucet is a 

complex melding of market analysis, art, chemistry and 

engineering. One thing it’s not: new. Archaeologists  

discovered terracotta pipes and gold faucets on Crete,  

dating to about 1,700 B.C.

Nearly 4,000 years later, a creative group at Moen’s 

headquarters in suburban Cleveland is at work  

improving the beauty, economy, function, reliability  

and marketability of faucets. 

Judy Riley, vice president of industrial design for 

Moen, is a woman obsessed by faucets.

Behold the faucet.

“A faucet is a complex  
melding of market analysis, art,  
chemistry and engineering.”
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As the post-war building boom took off, the demand for 

state-of-the-art home fixtures and appliances soared.

In 1959, Fortune magazine listed the Moen faucet as 

one of the top 100 best designed mass-produced products 

of modern times, and in 1991 listed Moen faucets as one 

of “100 of America’s best” inventions.

(Moen headed his company’s R & D until his retire-

ment in 1982. He held more than 75 patents including a 

replaceable cartridge that eliminated washers in faucets, 

the screen aerator and swivel spray. He died in 2001.)

The Faucet Evolution
The creation of a Moen faucet today involves many 

people but starts with one: Todd Loschelder. His title is 

director of platform innovation and his motto is “I don’t 

know what I don’t know – yet.”

“My world is the unknown,” he said.

He cites an example from recent years.  The big 

thinkers at the company were wondering if there was 

something Moen, known as an indoor faucet company, 

could do to crack the outdoor spigot market. Loschelder’s 

team went about studying how people use their outside 

faucets. As the Moen team assessed the ways, it became 

clear that people wanted something they didn’t have: 

the option of hot water.  Since Moen was a pioneer in 

controlling water temperature with a single handle, the 

team knew it could create and manufacture an affordable 

hot-cold faucet with one opening that could be installed 

without major alterations to an existing outlet.

 “We knew we had hit on something, and we were  

able to leverage our talents and core competencies to 

create a product for a demand we didn’t know existed,” 

Loschelder said. “It’s all about finding out what we don’t 

know, and it’s all business driven.”

Once a market is determined, Loschelder’s crew, along 

with designers, manufacturing specialists and company 

liaisons to suppliers and retailers all gather at a meeting 

they call “Tollgate.” Similar in spirit to the well-known 

product innovation program called Stage Gate, Tollgate  

is designed to ensure that any potential problems are  

unearthed and handled at the outset of the project. 

Follow-up Tollgate meetings throughout the project are 

aimed at dealing with issues that have arisen and  

reassessing the potential for upcoming problems.

“There are 18 things happening at a time and you’re 

trying to vet all the possibilities at once,” said Loschelder. 

“We don’t want to have any ‘ah-has’. This sort of rigor has 

become part of our culture.” 

The Art of the Sketchfest
 It’s up to Riley’s design team to give the product its 

literal shape. She gathers a subset of the main Tollgate 

group, including designers, engineers and marketers, for 

an off-site meeting called a “sketchfest.” During a recent 

gathering, the group pondered the simplistic beauty in 

the way water pours from a pitcher: Just tip it down and 

the water comes out. The idea was translated into a faucet 

with a pivoting spout now sold in the Asian market. 

Like all valuable brainstorming sessions, sketchfests 

sometimes border on hilarity.

“We have a plenty of ideas that don’t make it, and some 

that provide a good deal of entertainment,” Riley said. 

Those that make it off Riley’s drawing board find  

their inspiration in the global fashion and, yes, jewelry 

industries. When noted clothing designers such as 

Ralph Lauren and Calvin Klein branched out into home 

accessories, the line between what we wear and what we 

use began to blur. As silver jewelry dominated runways 

in recent years, Moen increased its offerings of brushed 

nickel and stainless steel finishes, Riley said.

One of Moen’s more recent series of palettes and 

designs – with Renaissance’s reds in ornate designs 

– was fueled in part by the popularity of the movies The 

DaVinci Code and Marie Antoinette. Pure white became 

a popular statement in recent years thanks in part to 
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movies such as Chronicles of Narnia, The White Countess 

and The Woman in White, the company reported.  This 

past year, eclectic blends of unique, elaborate styles and 

textures with colors such as purples, silvery blues and 

deep bronzed tones were big sellers. On the other hand, 

designers have turned to nature for inspiration as can be 

seen in the Bamboo offerings in its ShowHouse collection.

Whether a product can actually be engineered and 

manufactured cost efficiently tends to weed out the  

outlandish.

“This is a business. We don’t just want to make things 

that are cool, we want to make cool things that sell,” said 

product development director Malek. We ask, “what are 

the market trends? What markets are we serving? What 

markets could we be serving but aren’t?” 

Picking the Process
Once a sketchfest idea is accepted, it is made into a 

detailed scale drawing where it is analyzed by the team 

once again. If it meets expectations, a prototype is made, 

often using simply hand-sculpted foam.

“In an age of high technology, there is still a lot of art 

in this,” said Riley. 

The prototype foam model is submitted to scanners 

to begin creating a detailed 3-D design. The engineers 

and production leaders analyze what processes should be 

used to manufacture the faucet. Injection molding, CNC 

machining, screw machining, die casting and forging 

are all considered, said Malek.  The final manufactur-

ing methods depend on the product’s designs and the 

function of each individual component. (Moen owns and 

operates factories in the United States and China, and 

products are usually manufactured near the markets they 

will serve.)

The valve bodies (the guts of the faucet) make up the 

majority of the machine hours, according to Jim Bluhm, 

vice president of manufacturing, global operations, for 

Moen. Various threads and nuts are also machined.

The company is capable of and does most machining 

processes, but the majority of hours are racked up on 

screw machines.

 “The type of machining is both material and volume 

dependent.  The majority of our machining is brass.  The 

equipment selected is volume based.  Lower volumes are 

typically CNC, while higher volumes are achieved with 

dedicated equipment,” said  Bluhm. 

Bluhm said he routinely applies Six Sigma, the  

efficiency program developed in the 1980s at Motorola, 

as well as Statistical Process Control (SPC) to improve 

manufacturing efficiency. That could and has involved 

reorganizing the steps of production, switching suppliers 

and reconfiguring shop floors, among other adjustments. 

Such ongoing attention to the details of production has 

allowed the company to compete against foreign and 

domestic competition to become the number one faucet 

in North America.

Brass is the most commonly used material for fau-

cets because it is resistant to corrosion and calcifica-

tion.  It usually contains some alloying elements such 

as bismuth to make it easier to process. The majority of 

the other components that make up a faucet are made 

of other metals or ceramics and are received as finished 

parts from other manufacturers.

With most machined faucets, the process starts with 

brass bars that are fed into a CNC machining center.  

The machine performs turning, milling, and drilling 

operations. Larger and more complex faucets may require 

as many as 30 separate machining operations.

Chemistry in Motion 
After machining, parts are ready for the finishing 

process. Components that came in contact with water are 

required to be cleared of lead. This involves a leaching pro-

cess that eliminates lead molecules from the brass surface. 

The time-honored finish of faucets has for years been 

chrome, since it is highly resistant to corrosion. First, a 

base coating of electroplated nickel is applied, followed 

by a thin coating of electroplated chromium. The chrome 

layer is deposited from a plating bath containing additives 

that improve corrosion resistance. Moen uses a vacuum 

vapor process that attaches the metal or color at a molecu-

lar level. The faucets are then assembled, inspected and 

shipped. The entire process from idea to installation can 

take from six months to two years, depending on market 

variables and complexities of design.
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“We don’t just want to make 
things that are cool, we want to 
make cool things that sell.”
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 When Asian imports began to reach the U.S. fixture 

market in the 1990s, American companies such as Moen 

felt intense competitive pressure and were left with no 

option. They needed to learn to make pioneering faucets 

at prices that would hold their appeal on the shelves next 

to the imports. They knew one thing, said Ginny Long, 

director of corporate communications for Moen. They 

couldn’t and wouldn’t sacrifice quality for lower cost. 

“There’s a lot of equity already in the Moen brand,” said 

Long. The last thing they wanted to do was squander it.

For Bluhm that means daily attention to machining to 

maintain high quality and margins.

“Quality and cost efficiency is designed into both  

our component design and our machining processes.  

Manufacturability is one of the key design parameters,” 

Bluhm said. “By designing our components to the  

machining capability we are able to achieve the twin 

goals of high quality at competitive costs.” 

To Market, To Market
Faucets are marketed and sold a bit differently than a lot 

of consumer products. About 40 percent of sales are to 

wholesale plumbing suppliers whose customers generally 

know the difference between first-rate and schlock. 

“Plumbers and contractors understand the value of  

a product that won’t lead to call backs for them,” said 

Ann Beriault, director of account services for Young & 

Laramore, an advertising agency in Indianapolis with 

ties to the faucet industry.

 The other 60 percent are sold through retailers such  

as big box hardware leaders Home Depot and Lowe’s. 

Moen teaches those retail employees about the value of 

their products with the hope the message gets passed 

on to the average consumer. But sometimes consumers 

don’t even seek guidance.

“Most people believe if a product is being sold at a 

reputable retailer then quality is a given,” said Beriault, 

who has handled print, online and event advertising 

for Moen’s top competitor, Delta. “Those of us inside 

the business know quality varies a great deal on those 

shelves.  Most people don’t have any idea how much.”

Beriault said sales of faucets in new construction and 

remodels are driven first by design and finish, then  

quality and brand. In the replacement market, cost-con-

scious consumers who find themselves having to make a 

surprise expenditure look to price first. It’s up to com-

panies such as Moen to make the importance of high 
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quality known to consumers.

“One way to do that is the pervasiveness of the brand. 

When your brand is seen everywhere people go, they begin 

to associate it with reliability. It builds on itself,” she said.

High-End Demand
Although a slowdown in housing construction has 

dampened the overall housewares market, luxury and 

overseas sales – such as those to China – provide a 

brighter picture than one would imagine.  Demand for 

plumbing products in the U.S. alone reached $10 billion 

in 2006 and is expected to grow two to three percent a year 

through 2010, no matter the downturn in housing, accord-

ing to researchers at the Freedonia Group in Cleveland.

Gains will be driven by applications in repair and im-

provement markets and continuing trends toward larger 

bathrooms and kitchens in new residential construction. 

Bathtub and shower fixtures and lavatory, kitchen and 

sink fittings offer the best prospects for the entire indus-

try, according to Freedonia. Industry insiders said sales 

to China and other Asian markets are booming, although 

hard numbers for foreign sales are difficult to attain. 

Plumbing industry consultant Bradley T. Farnsworth 

of Indianapolis said the bath and kitchen have become 

more centers of the home over the past decade. Home  

remodelers report people are forgoing formal dining 

rooms to create a more upscale kitchen as a gathering 

place and the bathroom as a spa or sanctuary.

Singer Alicia Keys, whose newest CD is a chart topper, 

said she frequently seeks her muse in the lavatory.

“If I want to be alone, some place I can write, I can 

read, I can pray, I can cry, I can do whatever I want – I go 

to the bathroom,” she told a music magazine.

 “The faucets have become the focal points of these 

rooms. They are show pieces that reflect your taste and 

style,” Farnsworth said. “Any manufacturer that acts on 

these trends – and maintains quality and price – will be 

successful.”

“It’s up to companies such as  
Moen to make the importance of 
high quality known to consumers.”
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karting track with eight different configurations,  

an all-terrain vehicle area, 60 acres of paddock space, 

garages, a school and driver area.

What will make it unique, though, is that Siegel and his 

partners will not be looking for big-time races to fill up the 

schedule.  New Jersey Motorsports Park will be a do-it-your-

self place. There will be a clubhouse, tennis courts, eating 

places and an area with repair, maintenance, and car and 

motorsports retail facilities, like tire shops and car-tsochke 

vendors. They are planning hotels and a conference center 

and selling memberships in the low four-figure range.

Courting Members
The Shelby American Automobile Club has reserved 

a weekend for its members in early summer and Siegel 

expects groups from his Mark I types to guys in their 

souped-up Toyotas to come by as the word filters out.

“You take all those people who golf and play tennis. 

They have lots of places to do that, from local courses 

and courts to fancy clubs,” said Siegel.  “There are a lot of 

people who want to race cars.  NASCAR may have excited 

them, or they may have had cars for years. They shouldn’t 

be left to just watching. They should have places where 

they can drive, and drive safely.”

NASCAR indeed has had a lot of up-market press of 

late.  In the 1996 election, Bill Clinton and Bob Dole were 

allegedly seeking the Soccer Mom as the swing vote; by 

2004, John Kerry and George W. Bush were courting the 

NASCAR Dad. NASCAR, though, unlike many other 

sports, had not seemed to inspire participants. The couple 

hundred thousand spectators at Talledega or Daytona or 

Dover Downs may have been aficionados or novices or 

just plain partiers, but they did not appear to be potential 

participants.

Harvey Siegel loves nothing more than calling 

himself a Motorhead.  Siegel may be well past 

middle age and loves his vintage wines and  

ultra-swank upscale restaurants.  He lives and works  

in New York and is a millionaire several times over.

Yet when he straps on his safety gear and gets behind 

the wheel of his vintage Lola Mark I sports car, he is a 

teenager dragging the strip, cheered on by girls in  

bouffants and knee socks, sprinting to cross the line  

and get ting the flag waved for him ahead of the Fonzies 

and Ralphie Malphs.

“It is wrong to think that people who like motor sports 

are rednecks who want to make noise and drink bad beer,” 

said Siegel.  “They can also 

be sophisticated and smart 

and drink fine wine.  They 

are all over the map.”

The point on the map 

Siegel is looking at these days 

is in Southern New Jersey, 

seemingly as far from  

NASCAR country as anyone 

could ponder.  He is a principal in Thunderbolt Raceway 

at New Jersey Motorsports Park,  

a country club for Motorheads opening this summer.  It 

is cutting a wide swath through previously vacant acreage 

adjacent to the municipal airport in Millville, a town of 

about 26,000 between Philadelphia and Atlantic City that 

was once a center of glassmaking, an industry that has 

primarily left the United States in the last several decades.

When finished, the New Jersey Motorsports Park  

will have two road courses – the primary one being the 

2.25-mile Thunderbolt Raceway, which will have 14 turns 

and a half-mile straightaway. There will also be a 1.1-mile 
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Siegel and some others, though, have started to think 

otherwise.  Lime Rock Park in northwestern Connecticut 

has started selling long-term, high-end “memberships” 

for $100,000 that would allow 20 days’ access to the track 

each year for 50 years.  According to a New York Times 

story, Skip Barber, the owner of Lime Rock, still wants to 

preserve the track for big time races, but feels this sort of 

thing will help finance its upkeep.  He expects 300 people 

will take him up on the deal.

Siegel has his own prototype for the New Jersey track. 

His proposal for Millville is similar to what he has done 

at Virginia International Speedway. He bought the track 

in Danville, Va., near the North Carolina border, in 1998, 

after it lay dormant for 24 years. In its day, from 1957 to 

1974, it was one of the main sites on the Southern stock 

car circuit, but the track fell victim to the oil crisis of the 

early 1970s. Mr. Siegel has rehabbed the 3.27-mile track 

and is turning the 1,200-acre property into what he says 

is the first motor-sport resort.

Building to Ground Speed
Virginia International offers all kinds of racing, from 

sports cars to motorcycles to all-terrain vehicles.  It also 

conducts safety training, motor-sport school, and has  

opportunities for visitors to ride at breakneck speeds 

around the track.  There is a vintage car museum and  

Mr. Siegel has plans for a lodge and an upscale restaurant 

in a restored 160-year-old tavern on the property.

“When I got there, the buildings had either fallen down 

or were rotted,” said Siegel.  “There was no electric, no 

telephone, no sewer.  It was very difficult to even get to 

the place.  The area had fallen on hard times.  It was a 

textile center and the textile industry had gone abroad.

“I originally thought I would make it an equestrian  

center, with more than 1,000 acres at my disposal,” he 

said.  “But then I thought that this was the track that 

Caroll Shelby, Roger Penske and Dan Gurney gloried on.  

Shelby once said that it was so beautiful, one lap there  

was better than 100 at Watkins Glen. Motorsports seemed 

to need to be reinvented for the consumer for the 21st 

Century, so this was to be the poster boy for that.”

Still, Virginia International was rather remote.  Siegel 

said that only ten to 12 percent of its members and racers 

come from nearby.  Millville, he said, is a two and a half 

hour drive for 35 million people.

“With the exception of Lime Rock, and then only for the 

northern part of the market there, this would be it,” he said.

Millville itself had long been aggressive about getting 

motorsports to the site. The Millville Airport was one  

of those that prospered during World War II and  

immediately after, when enthusiasts saw smaller  

airplanes as the next commercial means of travel for  

short hops to the tiniest of towns.  Millville was thriving 

then, too.   

Wheaton Glass was one of the big manufacturers in the 

business and it employed as many as 15,000 workers 

in those post-war industrial glory days.  Millville, just a 

smidgen below the Mason-Dixon line in otherwise rural 

southwestern New Jersey, didn’t need to be a commuter 

town to Philadelphia or Atlantic City because it had its 

own commercial base.  As the glass trade moved offshore 

in the 1970s and 1980s, though, the town drained.  

Still, Millville had its partisans, and they brought  

in many ideas for a revival. Just seven years ago,  

60 percent of the downtown commercial buildings were 

vacant, according to Donald Ayres, the city’s director of 

economic development.  Despite tough economic times, 

the residents passed a $2.3 million bond issue to convert 

three of the vacant storefronts into an arts center and got 

Urban Enterprise Zone funds for façade improvements 

and landscaping.

“Now we have at least 15 fulltime artists here and 
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“Shelby once said that it was so 
beautiful, one lap there was better 
than 100 at Watkins Glen.”
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“It did take us 22 different economic and environ-

mental impact studies and permits,” said Savaro, who 

with Brahin partnered with Siegel on the project. “But 

you can look at it as sort of a mall, too. There are sev-

eral anchors.  There is the motorsports venue, then the 

ancillary facilities like the tire shops that we envision 

on one side, and the hotels and conference center when 

the place gets fully built out a few years from now.”

Siegel contends that New Jersey, despite being the 

most urban state in the country, with the most people 

per square mile, has long had race tracks of various 

sorts, from drag strips to mini-cars to conventional stock 

cars– just no NASCAR buzz.

“It only makes sense, though, that an area with so 

many people within a half-day’s drive, that we will be  

successful.  If there are Motorheads like me, then I think 

we are on to a trend,” he said.  

Economic Run
James Hughes, Dean Edward J. Bloustein School of 

Planning and Public Policy at Rutgers University, said it  

is a shot worth taking.

“All things being equal, it would be better to have a big 

pharmaceutical headquarters there,” said Hughes.  “But 

the best economic development is when you generate new 

dollars, not just recycle the old ones, so this may be a good 

thing for that kind of area.  If you have a big attraction 

that brings people from Delaware and Pennsylvania and 

some from far away, then you have something.  

“I can’t say that I think this would work everywhere, 

that there are enough race car enthusiasts to have dozens 

of them, but it will be worth watching,” he said.

Siegel, who admits to being a few years younger than 

his sports-car hero, actor Paul Newman, thinks there are 

lots of secret Motorheads to be tapped.

“Look, it’s something you can do at some level your 

whole life,” he said.  “Newman is 81 and picked it up 

at 50.  He has money.  Other people who do it have 

money, whether they wear jeans or fancy suits.  I will 

bet a lot of people will see us and want to try it – make 

a trip to Millville just to have the thrill they only watch 

on TV now.”

shows on the third Friday of every month,” he said.  

The vacancy rate is down to five percent.  “No one says 

this is the do-all and end-all. We still have a 10 percent 

unemployment rate, but unlike other places, we aren’t 

ready to die.”

Merging Motor and Art
Though on the surface of it, motorsports and art  

galleries don’t seem to be all that compatible, Don  

Fauerbach, whom most claim to be the driving force  

behind the motorsports idea at least a dozen years ago,  

says it is all a post-industrial kind of thing for former 

industry-heavy remote places like Millville.

“We are located in a sportsman’s paradise,” said  

Fauerbach, who in his working life is the executive  

director of the New Jersey Conference of Mayors. “We  

are on the doorstep of four wild and scenic rivers and  

have a 14,000 acre wildlife preserve.  We are only 15  

miles from the Delaware Bay.  Frankly, where else was  

a developer going to find 700 acres of land ready for  

development this close to Philadelphia?

“You have to find something to keep your town going, 

after what has kept it going stops,” he said. “For a place 

like this, it meant capitalizing on new types of recreation, 

something other places didn’t have or didn’t want to  

support.  With the arts, the wildlife and the motorsports, I 

think we can move into a new era, with things for a whole 

range of people.”

The hook-up with Siegel and his people was fortuitous. 

Ayres was in New York City for a shopping center  

development convention in 2003 when he met Joe Savaro 

and Lee Brahin, who had built centers in New Jersey and 

Pennsylvania. There had been some interest a few years 

before by a couple of developers in making the airport 

tract into a big-deal NASCAR track, but the administra-

tion of Gov. Christine Todd Whitman pushed all interest 

in that up near New York and the adjacent New Jersey 

Meadowlands, a more populated area the state controlled.

In chatting with Savaro and Brahin, trying to get them 

to build even a minor shopping center in the city, Ayres 

happened to mention the former interest in motorsports.  

It turned out that Brahin was another middle-aged  

Motorhead, whose friendly competitor in the shopping 

center development business was Siegel.   

Instead of a strip mall, the offhand remark to Brahin  

by Ayres has gotten Millville a new kind of racing resort.
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Serviceman available with machine purchase. All machines can be equipped with threading, 
pickoff or thread chasing. As you want it.

current inventory
WICKMAN
5/8" 6-spindle, thdg., pickoff, 1971-88 (8)
1" 6-spindle, 1960-1992 (9)
1-3/8" 6-spindle, 1967-1979 (3)
1-3/4" 6-spindle, 1965, 1993 (10)
1-3/4" 8-spindle, 1970
2-1/4" 6-spindle, 1962, 1973-79 (3)
3-1/4" 6-spindle, 1982
5-5/8" 6-spindle, 1979
6-5/8" 6-spindle, 1979

ACMES
1-1/4” RA6, 1973, thdg., pickoff
1-1/4” RB8, 1981
1-5/8” RBN8, thdg
1-5/8” RB8 thdg., pickup ‘68-72 (5)
2" RB6, 1979
2” RB6 collet chucker, 1980
2-5/8” RB8, 1973 
2-5/8" RB6- pickoff

INDEX 
MS-25E. 1994 (3)

TORNOS
SA 16 DC (2)

SCHUTTE
SF 51, 1979
SF 26, DNT, 1989
SF 26 DNT, 1997
SE 26, 1975

SWISS-CNC SLIDING HEADSTOCK
Citizen L-20, 1998
Citizen L-25, 1996
Tornos DECO 10mm, 2001

NEW BRITAIN
Model 52, 1987, thdg., pickoff
Model 62 2-1/4" 6sp., 1975, heavy thdg.

DAVENPORT
3/4 Davenport, 1989
3/4” thdg., pickoff, longbed (4)
3/4” 1981 (4) Tamer
3/4” with Tamer & Logan clutches
3/4” thdg., pickup, 1977-66 (8)

MISCELLANEOUS
Davenport slotting
Hydromat flanges for HW25-12
Reed B-18 thread roll attachment (3)
Winter 125 thread roller

Davenport chucking package $1250
Mectron laser measuring machine mfd. 2000
Trion  air cleaner (10)
Ring-type for chucking for 1-1/4” RA6 (2) 
$1,950 ea
Smog Hog Air Cleaners (4)
Davenport cross drill, pos. 3 or 4

HYDROMATS
CNC 36/100 HSK tool spindles w/2-axis CNC 
flange and valves w/ 6-axis CNC cabinet.
New in 2006- ran prototype work only!  
Customer never got production job!
HB45-12 1986
HB45-16, 1987

Wickman and Index
ASK FOR OUR IN-HOUSE 

PARTS EXPERT

Serviceman available with machine purchase. All machines can be equipped with threading, 
pickoff or thread chasing. As you want it.

Cathy Heller    Wickman and Index Parts manager 

Phone  708.535.2200      Fax  708.535.0103

sales@graffpinkert.com.



shop doc

Dear Shop Doc,

I¹m having an issue with a job we run on a CNC Swiss. If I adjust the

bushing tight enough to eliminate out of roundness and chatter on the 

turned diameters, the guide bushing will scratch the bar diameter. The  

finished part has a long section which we would prefer not to turn, 

but the scratches are unacceptable

Mark S. Begone

Today’s Machining World

Dear Mark,
     There are two solutions to the problem; 

I¹ll start with the better one. A guide  

bushing can only be ground to one  

diameter; if your bar is  smaller or larger the 

fit won¹t be as good. If you add in variations 

in the guide bushing adapter taper and 

fit, the bushing may not fit the bar well at  

all. Start by taking a die grinder or Dremel 

type motorized tool, and using  a diamond 

coated bit, grind a chamfer on the front and 

back edges of the carbide pads inside the 

bushing. Then take a cylindrical shaped bit 

and lay it into the slots between the carbide 

pads to break those edges as well.

      Next you need to hone or lap the bushing 

using diamond lapping  compound. Diamond 

compound is sold in different grades. It is color 

coded with the color relating to the micron size 

or mesh size. You should keep three grades on 

hand: red 22-36 micron or 600 mesh, blue 12-22 

micron or 1,200 mesh, and orange 4-9 micron 

or 3,000 mesh. Use the red compound to repair 

a worn or damaged bushing or to dimension an 

oversized or undersized bushing.  Follow with blue 

and then orange to finish.

     Use a chamfered bar end (remnant) for lapping. 

Begin by adjusting the bushing to the remnant so that 

it fits tightly but can still be removed by hand. Chuck 

the remnant in the sub spindle and get it to run true. Put 

a small, pea size dollop of compound on the end of the 

remnant and smear it around. Add a few drops of 

cutting oil to the smear and you are ready to begin 

honing the bushing. Counter rotate the main and 

sub spindles around 100 rpm each. Then, using the 

MPG, jog the bar end in and out of the guide bushing 

rapidly. If the bar squeaks or squeals, or if you see a 

wisp of smoke, stop and add more oil to the bar end 

and/or loosen the bushing.

 Work the bar end in and out of the bushing until 

it fits loosely. The compound should turn black from 

the carbide if all is working properly. Next, stop the 

spindles. Adjust the bushing ever so slightly tighter 

and repeat the honing process. Repeat the entire  

process until you see the carbide pads have a 

uniform finish over at least 80 percent of the surface 

with the front end completely honed. Switch to a 

fresh bar end and repeat the process with the finer 

compound. Take it slowly the first couple of times 

you hone the bushing. Once you get the hang of the 

process, it only takes a couple of minutes. Clean the 

bushing and adapter thoroughly when finished.

 The second alternative is to buy a Meehanite 

guide bushing which uses Meehanite (cast iron) in 

the place of the carbide. Meehanite has less tendency 

to “pick up” or have the bar material weld to it. While  

Meehanite is a cure for problem materials, it never 

completely eliminates the need for breaking the 

edges and lapping the bushing.

Dan Murphy
Tsugami REM Sales

 

Today’s Machining World’s 

“Shop Doc” column taps 

into our vast contact base of 

machining experts to help you 

find solutions to your problems. 

We invite our readers to contribute 

suggestions and comments on the 

Shop Doc’s advice. If you consider 

yourself a Shop Doc or know a 

potential Shop Doc,  

please let us know. 

Have a technical issue you’d  

like addressed? Please email  

noah@todaysmachiningworld.

com. We’ll help solve your 

problem, then publish both the 

problem and solution in the next 

issue of the magazine.
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  The Ideal Machine for:
Filling The Gap

l Fast Cycles...the fastest machine in its class

AMT Machine Systems   1760 Zollinger Rd.   Columbus, OH  43221   Phone:  614-451-3366   Fax:  614-538-0959   www.servocam.com

UltraTurn XLTM

l Improved Quality...triple your Cpks over cam machines

l  Reduced Setups...slash your setup time to under an hour

l Reduced Maintenance...hundreds of mechanical parts removed

l Reduced Costs...offload CNC and multi-spindle jobs

l Increased Productivity...double your output with no extra labor



 

Yes, I do feel that in five years the outcry/live auction will be obsolete. Five years is an 
eternity in the world of communication technology. I would expect buyers and sellers 
to become much more comfortable  and secure buying through the Webcast/Online 
auction process. As the comfort level increases more buyers will result in higher sell-
ing prices which the sellers are constantly asking the auction community to produce. 
In addition, it is much easier to reach the world market via the Internet than through 
the traditional live auction sale. Buyers’ time and the cost of travel will only serve to 
diminish the overall attendance at live sales and increase participation in Webcast 
auction sales.

Dennis Hoff

President of Hoff-Hilk Auction Services 

Doubtful. As time progresses, online auctions will continue to proliferate and since 
they require only a software package, the barrier to entry has been reduced and we will 
see more entrants into the marketplace. Sustainability of an auction company will be 
determined by factors that include product knowledge, marketing capabilities and full 
service capacity.
 The effectiveness of online sales is proportionate to how commoditizable the as-
set is. Minimums can be established but nothing cools bidding like seeing “reserve 
not met” every time a bidder bids below the minimum. The auction companies that 
don’t list their minimums and manipulate bidding are setting themselves up for real 
legal problems. Minimums do not have to be published however in outcry auctions. 
Unlike online sales, the auctioneer can make adjustments on the fly and adjust those 
minimums based on criteria that only a human can analyze.  
 A recent study indicated that buyers are leaning back towards outcry auctions be-
cause they feel that they are more likely to obtain a bargain, a fundamental reason why 
people go to auctions in the first place.
    For those who like the anonymity of the online sale but like the heat of the battle, 
the WebCast is the perfect combination. For some, an auction is a social event that 
provides an opportunity to make money and enhance relationships. I believe that a 
good auctioneer will sell more and get more than a computer. While online sales are 
here to stay, I don’t think they will ever eliminate outcry auctions.  

Robert Levy, Auctioneer

President of Hilco Industrial, LLC

In five years will outcry auctions be 
obsolete?

A continuing column in which we ask smart 
people to discuss their views on topics related 

to the future of business
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next

The popularity of online 

auctions has grown  

dramatically in recent 

years as buyers have 

realized their advantages 

of anonymity and  

convenience.



Yes. Traditional auctions are comparatively inefficient vs. 
“eBay-style” Internet-based alternatives. From the seller’s 
perspective, the success of an auction is highly correlated 
to the number of bidders participating in the auction – the 
more bidders competing, the higher the price. Internet auc-
tions create a more efficient market, allowing easy, no-cost 
(in travel expenses or time) participation by buyers from all 
over the world. Many successful eBay sellers buy equipment 
at traditional auctions to resell it on eBay for a profit – it is 
only a matter of time before traditional auction sellers catch-
on and go directly to online venues. Changing traditions of 
entire industries may take more than five more years, but do 
I hear seven years, 10 years, I have 10 years, 10 years...

Josh Scott

Former manager of eBay B2B, founder of lathesandmills.com

  the facts:
According to ancient Greek scribes, auctions occurred 

first in Babylon in 500 B.C. Women were sold on the condi-

tion of marriage. Those with “beauty” engendered higher 

bidding, women without “beauty” had to pay a dowry to 

be accepted into the auction, and thus the price would be 

negative.  www.wikipedia.org

Consumers will travel 1.3 hours to attend a live auction.

92 percent of auction attendees have a favorable impres-

sion of Auctioneers (at live auctions).

The National Association of Auctioneers projects live auc-

tion revenues (in all categories of goods) to grow 3 percent 

from $257.2 billion in 2006 to $264.8 billion in 2007.

www.auctioneers.org

NP ® NOWAK
PRODUCTS, INC.

101 Rockwell Road, Newington, CT 06111
Toll Free: (800) 423-0970
Phone: (860) 666-9685

Email: nowak@nowakproducts.com

LOCKING ADJUSTING NUT AND WRENCH
(LOW COST SERVO REPLACEMENT)

High Speed & Hand Clutch Locking Adjusting Nut
  •Eliminates Low Speed Indexing - Most significant factor
    contributing to LOST PRODUCTION
   •Designed to insure that management can guarantee the 
    machine is operating at the Optimum Index Time (rates?)
      (75 Cycle - .4 second, 60 Cycle - .5 second, 45 Cycle 
    - .7 second)
      Any combination of Cycle Index Times with Cycle 
        Select Drive Package (CSDP-SA)
   •The Adjusting Nut is heat treated and tamper 
    proof. The unique locking design will allow for easy 
    adjustment and provides a tamper proof positive
    locking force on both the hand and high-speed clutch.
   • Patent Pending

NP-5621-1-LAN

REF:
NP-5080-139-1
NP-5080-141

NP-2183-LBW

The number of confirmed registered users of eBay auctions 

has grown from 10 million in 1999 to 233 million in the first 

quarter of 2006.  eBay investor relations
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one on one Interviewed by Noah Graff

NG:  Do you think outcry auctions are becoming  
obsolete?
DH:    I think they¹re becoming less of a player. I don¹t think
they¹ll ever go away. We¹ve had some instances where we¹ve 
been asked to do that type of sale and in some cases it¹s  
appropriate.

NG:  How are online auctions superior to traditional 
auctions?
DH:  You¹re in Minneapolis; we had a snowstorm last night, 
it¹s 17 degrees and most of the streets are plowed. I would 
say that if you had a live sale, you would¹ve had 50 percent 
less people than you would on a regular day. I think selling to 
the world as opposed to people standing on the floor makes 
a big difference.

NG:  What¹s your opinion of eBay?
DG:  I¹m not a big eBay fan from the seller standpoint because  
I don¹t think that they do a good job describing the machines. 
We try to work harder; to clean the machines better; to take more 
videos and take more pictures. Recently at the Bystrom Bros. 
sale, we took 48,000  photographs for about 3,500-3,600 lots.

NG:  Do you think most buyers and sellers feel that 
auctions are “fair”?
DH:  Probably not. I think it¹s very hard to be transparent in the
auction business, which we try very hard to do. But no, I would 
think  that most of them are not as comfortable as they¹d like to be.
 
NG:  What type of auctions do you prefer to do?
DH:   We don¹t have a preference. We¹re very frank with the

sellers, and we¹ll tell them that the worst thing they can do is
 

have us buy it. We¹ll make the most money that way. The best 
thing for them is to have us work on a commission basis on 
their behalf.

NG:  Are sellers sometimes bitter and depressed that 
they¹re liquidating? Do you have to play psychologist?
DH:  Absolutely, it¹s a huge part of the business. Especially 
for  what we call “site” coordinators that set up the sale. They 
have to be  dealing with that person on a day-to-day basis. 
They see them every single day moping in, and they see their 
attitude get worse the closer we get to the day of the sale.

NG:  Did you say “Psych” coordinator?
DH:  “Site” coordinator. It could be “psych” though. (laugh)

NG:  What¹s your favorite part of your job?
DH:  I think looking at the deal and trying to figure [out] the
deal. There¹s always that excitement; the hunt is a lot better  
than the kill.

NG:  What¹s the thing you hate most about your job?
DH:  Probably dealing with the psychology of the owner, that  
his life is kind of ending. For small business people, myself 
included, this is a big part of our lives. You can be a golf nut;  
you can like to boat; you can like to fish; but I think anybody  
who owns a small business, you get up and you go to work 
everyday. That¹s your life. Even those people who are coming  
out on top, they still have issues. They want to go and smell  
that oil on Monday morning and there¹s no place to go and 
smell it. 

Dennis Hoff                                                                 is president of Hoff-Hilk Auction Services,  

       an online auction company which sells commercial and industrial machinery exclusively.   

                      Before starting Hoff-Hilk, Dennis was a used machinery dealer and  

                                                 machine tool appraiser for over 35 years.

Hoff-Hilk Auction Services Dennis Hoff
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how it works

Cold forming 

makes fasteners 

and a lot more

By Barbara Donohue

Precision
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without chips

Above Photo: The typical one-die, two-punch method is common in producing headed parts, especially fasteners. The first blow combines partial head 
upset (coning) with shank extrusion. Then the second blow finishes the head shape.  (Illustrations courtesy of Capenter Technology Corporation.)

“Cold heading is basically  
putting material in a die  
and hammering on it,” ac-

cording to one industry expert. Unlike hot 
forging, where the metal is heated before 
forming, or casting, where the metal is 
melted and solidified, cold heading and 
other methods of cold forming cause the 
metal to deform at room temperature.

Though there was a U.S. patent issued 
in 1794 for a “cold header” (really a rivet 
machine), cold forming became a practical 
fabrication technology after World War II. 

Die and Punch
Modern cold-forming machines, also 

called headers or parts formers, provide 
from one to seven die stations, opposite a  
number of punches mounted on a slide, 
which usually moves horizontally. A  
common type used for making bolts or 
screws is the one-die, two-blow header, 
similar to the example shown. This has 
one die, which is the diameter of the 
shank of the bolt or screw being formed. 

The material in the die is struck with 
two different punches, one after the 
other. There is a limit to how much you 
can deform the material with a single 
blow, so two hits are often necessary to 

create the correct geometry of the head, 
said Steve Copeland, vice president of 
sales and marketing, Reed Machinery, 
Inc., Worcester, Mass.

 The first blow makes a shape like a 
tulip. Then a shifting mechanism moves the 
first punch over and places the second one in 
position. The second punch comes in to 
produce the finished shape of the head. 
After the second blow, a knockout pin 
pushes the piece out of the die.

On a multiple-die header, there is a 
transfer rack with fingers that grab the 
part and move it from one die station 
to the next. If needed, the transfer 
mechanism can turn the part around 
180 degrees so the next punch hits the 
other end of the part. 

Die and Punch
The form of metal stock most often used 

in cold forming is “wire,” which may be a 
half-inch or more in diameter. It comes 
in large coils, convenient for feeding into 
machines making many parts per minute.

When metal is compressed within a 
die, it is important to introduce just the 
right amount of material into the die, 
often within plus or minus one percent, 
or even less. Too little material won’t fill 

January 2008

Precision parts

Wire from a coil is pulled through a carbide draw 

die that sizes it to a precise diameter. From there, 

the wire feeds into a 4-die header. This machine was 

producing parts that would later be finish machined at 

the customer’s shop. It was running at the rate of 70 

parts per minute. Other machines in the plant make  

different parts at up to 200 or more parts per minute.  
(Reed & Prince Manufacturing Corporation. Photo by Jean Butler.)

Inside a 4-die header. The punches, visible at center, 

move horizontally, left to right. The four slotted bars 

to the right of the punches are part of the transfer  

mechanism. The dies lie below. 

(Reed & Prince Manufacturing Corporation. Photo by Jean Butler.)



For parts more than 1/2” in diameter, a vertical press is required to provide the larger 
forces necessary to get the metal moving within a die. Drawing of a proposed cold-forged 
part for later machining. Final machined surface is indicated by the broken line. Note the 
internal splines in the blind hole. (Photo courtesy of Buchanan Metal Forming, Inc.)

the die, making a bad part. Too much material can result in a 
malformed part, or produce flash that needs to be removed. The 
excess material can cause the die to split when the punch hits.

Cold-forming machines are designed to cut off a precise 
length of wire,  but the diameter of the wire must also be  
precise. To provide this, many shops will do a final draw of 
three to 10 percent on the wire before it is cut and formed 
to get a nice, tight diameter tolerance, said Kevin Hughes, 
specialist in wire products, Carpenter Technology Corporation, 
Reading, Pa.

Not Just Fasteners Anymore
Originally, cold heading was used to create heads for fasteners. 
A piece of wire was held in place and an impact to one end of it 
caused some of the material to spread or “mushroom,” creating 
a head for the fastener without having to machine away a lot 
of material to form the shaft. Once the head was formed, then 
the threads could be either cut or rolled. This process not only 
formed the fastener quickly, but it made efficient use of the 
material, producing little or no scrap.

In addition to fasteners, many kinds of parts with complex 
shapes can be made by cold forming. The machines may be 
called “headers,” but they do much more than heading. 

Tooling can be designed to extrude the material. When the 
punch hits at each station, it presses the material forward into 
the die to create a narrowed section, taper or shank. Or the 
punch can press on the material within the confines of the die 
so the material extrudes backward over the punch, creating the 
walls of a hole. In addition, shapes and contours can be built 
into the tooling to create splines, gear teeth and other features. 

Upsetting, another term for heading, includes forming a  
bulge in a cylindrical part, as well as forming a head on one end.

Using sophisticated tooling producing combinations of 
upsetting and extrusion when the punch hits each station, a 
cold forming machine can produce complex parts. Dimensional 
tolerances and surface finishes can rival those achieved with 
machining, depending on the shop and precision of the tooling.

So cold forming can produce parts at near-net-shape, using 
the minimum of material, to close tolerances, and at the rate of 
dozens or hundreds per minute. In addition, cold-formed parts 
exhibit excellent strength, as the material flows into its final 
form, rather than being cut, as in machining. 

All this goodness does not come for free, however. Tooling 
costs for cold forming can be significant, perhaps $5,000 to 
$25,000 for a tool set, depending on how complex the part’s 
geometry is. Lead time for design and setup to run cold-formed 
parts is often measured in weeks, much longer than it would 
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Closeup of punches in a multi-die header. (Reed & Prince Manufacturing  

Corporation. Photo by Jean Butler.)

Example of a part converted 

from screw machining to 

cold forming. Originally, 

the flat on the right side of 

the shank was machined 

and the hole was drilled. 

On the cold-formed part, 

the flat is formed and the 

hole is created by backward 

extrusion. A multi-die parts 

former produces these at 

140 pieces per minute.

(Photo courtesy of Reed & Prince 

Manufacturing Corporation.)
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take to program and set up the same part on a CNC lathe or machining  
center. For small quantities, cold forming may not be cost effective. 

What kinds of quantities are economical?  It depends on the cold  
forming shop. Reed & Prince has recurring orders of around 1,000 for 
special large wood screws used in Atlantic City to repair the boardwalk, and 
ongoing production of many millions per year of small pins with precision 
grooves and knurling. Other sources recommend quantities in the hundreds 
of thousands or millions. 

Buchanan Metal Forming, Inc., Buchanan, Mich., is a cold-forging house 
that makes larger parts, mostly in the one- to 20-lb. range. For his process, 
cost effective production quantities might range from a minimum of a 
couple thousand to a maximum of 250,000 parts, said Chris Tapper, the 
company’s president and CEO.

Cold Forming vs. Machining
A machined part starts out with a chunk of material large enough to 

contain the desired part. Then you cut away everything that isn’t the part. 
This produces chips, which are wasted material. Cutting can also disturb 
the grain structure of the metal.

Cold forming, however, makes very efficient use of material. It also tends 
to produce very strong parts, as the material flows into the desired shapes, 
maintaining its grain structure. And cold forming produces parts rapidly 
– tens or hundreds of parts per minute. 

Some machined parts produced in volume, especially small round work 
like that made on screw machines, can be made more economically by cold 
forming. The savings can be greater than or equal to 50 percent, said James 
Richardson, president of Reed & Prince Manufacturing Corporation. If a 
cold-formed part can replace a multiple-part assembly, the savings can be 
even more substantial. 

So cold forming is often thought of as a direct competitor to machining.  
However, a machine shop can sometimes make use of cold forming’s 
advantages by having the blank for a part cold formed to near net shape 
and then doing the finish machining. This can save on material cost and 
processing time. Both Richardson of Reed & Prince and Tapper of  
Buchanan Metal Forming reported having machine shop customers  
who order cold-formed blanks. 

At Buchanan Metal Forming, Tapper, finds that sometimes machine shops 
come to him with parts that are particularly challenging to machine, with an  
internal gear or spline, in a blind hole, for example. “One customer who had the 
most high-tech of shaper equipment – used to take five mins to cut an internal 
spline,” said Tapper. “This customer was able to cut that down to two and a 
half minutes. We did it in six seconds.” Buchanan cold forms the blank for the 
customer, who then machines it. The drawing shows a cold-forged blank with an 
internal spline. The broken line indicates the final machined surface.

Most cold forming companies will work with their machine shop  
customers to determine the correct material and geometry for blanks that 
will be finish machined. 
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For more information:

Buchanan Metal Forming, Inc., www.bmfcorp.com; 
manufacturer of specialty cold-formed parts.

Carpenter Technology Corporation, Reading, Pa.,  
www.cartech.com; supplier of speciality alloys.

Reed & Prince Manufacturing Corporation,  

Leominster, Mass,  www.reedandprincemfg.com;
manufacturer of precision cold-formed parts.

Reed Machinery, Inc., Worcester, Mass.,

www.reed-machinery.com; mfgr. of cold-forming 
equipment.

Scientific Forming Technologies Corporation, 

Columbus, Ohio  www.deform.com; software for  
modeling the cold-forming process.

Heading Hints Booklet from Carpenter  

Technology:  www.cartech.com, click on “Product 
Information.” Under “Stainless Steel,” check the box 
next to “Heading Hints Booklet.” Complete the form to 
download a PDF file, or order a print copy.

Forming Workshop, April 29-30, 2008,  

Independence, Ohio (Industrial Fasteners Institute 

Headquarters),  www.fastenertch.com/workshops.
asp, http://www.industrail-fasteners.org; the basics of 
cold-heading and other cold forming processes.
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Materials for cold forming
The best material for cold forming a part may not be the 

same material you would use to machine it. The cold-form-
ing company or your material supplier can work with you 
to determine the correct alloy for your part when it is cold 
formed. “Material flow and ductility are very key issues,” 
said Hughes. Knowledge of the behavior of materials can 
make the difference between a successful transition to cold 
forming and a frustrating experiment. Your cold-forming 
house will advise you, and you should be open to their  
recommendations. Any sulfur content in the metal would 
be detrimental to the heading process, for example. The 
qualities sulfur gives to a free-machining alloy make the 
material more likely to fracture during the cold forming 
process.  So a material such as Type 303 free-machining  
stainless would not work. However, 302 HQ (heading 
quality) would be ideal. The material should be as soft as 
possible, ordered annealed at finish.

The other thing to look for in material for cold forming is 
a large yield-to-tensile strength ratio. This would allow you to 
put in more cold work before the part fractures, Hughes said.

Same Old Principle, New Products
Today’s cold-forming technology has come a long way 

from the simple cold-heading process used in the fastener 
industry for over a hundred years. While cold forming 
is still “taking a piece of metal and hammering on it,” 
the process can now produce complex, precision parts 
economically in large quantities.
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Cold-forged parts. (Photo courtesy of Buchanan Metal Forming, Inc..)
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Each month, Today’s Machining World works to help you understand how the  

precision parts marketplace works, what’s available in the industry, and how you can 

use available resources, as well as knowledge, to run a more efficient and effective shop. 

In every issue, we’ll feature a product category and focus on equipment key to remaining 

competitive in our marketplace.

 A mill/turn machine is, by definition, the epitome of a great multi-tasker. A machine 

tools with mill, turn and drill capability can perform simultaneous milling and turning  

operations on the front and back of a part in a single set-up. Combined with the right 

CAM system for your machine, a mill/turn allows for complex multi-tasking, meaning 

potential for both increasing profitability and producing complex, multi-faceted parts.  

And in today’s market, that redefines “multi-tasking to the max.”

DOOSAN (right)
Doosan’s Puma MX series adds milling capabilities to a Doo-
san turning center. Its dual-spindle, multi-tasking configura-
tion tackles heavy and interrupted cuts. For turning applica-
tions, the MX combines either a 25 Hp or 35 Hp spindle motor 
with a 12-station tool turret and a 7.5 Hp live-tooling motor. 
The spindle motor is built into the headstock casting with the 
armature on the spindle O.D. 

For milling, a combined B- and Y-axis spindle enables com-
plex geometries to be machined without custom rotary tool 
holders.  The Puma MX can cut, drill, or tap above or below the 
centerline, and machine flats and angular features. The 20 Hp 
milling spindle motor generates up to 10,000 rpm.   

The bed and wrap-around, rectangular guideways are of fine-
grain Meehanite.  Guideways are induction hardened, precision 
ground, coated with a fluroplastic resin, and hand-scraped. The 
bed’s torque tube construction prevents twisting and distortion, 
and provides a machine-long conduit for fresh air.

For more information, please contact Doosan Infracore  at 973-618-2500 
or visit www.doosan.com.
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Gildemeister (above)
The new CTX Series from GILDEMEISTER is available on three platforms with 
ten different models in 24 different equipment variations. As the size and the 
respective requirements increase, so too does performance, with available 
torque ranging from 127 Nm on the CTX alpha 300 to the large 2,400 Nm on 
the large CTX gamma 2000.

The model drafts “alpha,” “beta” and” gamma” define the diverse con-
struction sizes, with feed diameters between 160 mm and a maximum of 630 
mm.The length of the Z-axis sizes range between 300 (e.g. CTX alpha 300) 
and 2,000 mm (CTX gamma 2000). High-tech Milling/Turning Centers have 
the abbreviation TC added - they are offered in the sizes CTX beta TC, CTX 
gamma 1250 TC and CTX 2000 gamma TC.

The core of the three CTX beta 1250 TC, CTX gamma 1250 TC and the CTX 
2000 gamma TC machines is the integrated driving column with the mill-
ing/turning spindle and the interpolating B-axis for comprehensive chipping 
technology without limits. Applications of the milling/turning spindle with a Y 
and B-axis can be easily converted with the Siemens ShopTurn or Heidenhain 
TurnPlus internal programming systems with 3D-simulation.

 For more information, please contact DMG America Inc. at 847-781-0277 or visit 
www.dmgamerica.com.
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Maier (left)
Methods Machine Tools has introduced the new Maier MLK 125 

Linear Automatic Series of Swiss-type turning centers. The Linear 
Series featurie 1,600 ipm rapids in all axes, reducing production 
lead times, part costs and cycle times.  Maier Linear machines can 
accelerate up to 2g. Spindles (main and opposed) are driven by 
built-in 3HP (2.2 kW) integral motors that can reach a speed rate 
of 15,000 RPM.  

The MLK Linear Series offers ultimate flexibility with a “two ma-
chines in one" design function that allows removal of the guide 
bushing, which enables the machine to operate as a standard lathe, 
eliminating the need to centerless grind stock. They are capable 
of machining up to 12.5mm bar stock. The cornerstone of the Lin-
ear Series is a unique, 4,600 lb (2,087 kg) solid polymer concrete 
base which eliminates vibration and ensures accuracy of 0.0001" 
(0.001mm). 

For more information, please contact Methods Machine at 978-440-9405 or 
visit www.maier-swiss.com.
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Hurco (left)
The new TMM Series of mill-turn machines, also called lathes with live tooling, from Hurco 
include C-axis standard and program to .001 of a degree. The 8-inch three-jaw chuck TMM8 and 
the 10-inch three-jaw chuck TMM10 provide easy entry to multi-tasking. Any station can be a live 
tool and Hurco uses a fast servo turret instead of hydraulic to increase productivity. Save time 
with one setup and eliminate inaccuracy due to refixturing. The TMM8 and TMM10 are the only 
CNC slant-bed lathes with the integrated Hurco control featuring WinMax® software that offers 
both NC programming and conversational programming. WinMax® provides the highest level 
of shop floor flexibility and software productivity tools. 

For more information, please contact Hurco at 800-634-2416 or visit www.hurco.com.

The Premier Machining Center

www.kitamura-machinery.com

H O R I Z O N T A L
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Extreme Accuracy:
+/- 0.000078"
Repeatability:
+/- 0.000039"

Hand Scraping Techniques
Guarantee Long 

Machine Tool Life

1969ipm Feedrates on
Solid Box Ways

KIT FRAC AD 6  12/10/07  1:03 PM  Page 1

Hardinge (Top)
The Hardinge Group is introducing 
their new line of Hardinge GS 150, GS 
200, GS 200/66 and GS 250 turning centers (also 
available in long bed versions). Positioned in the center of 
Hardinge’s turning center portfolio (above the SV-Series and below the SR-Series), the all-
new GS-Series offers users performance-focused features for speed, power, accuracy and 
durability in a compact design.

The Hardinge Group is also expanding its spectrum of machining centers by intro-
ducing the Bridgeport GX 600, GX 800 and GX 1000 VMCs. Positioned in the center of 
Bridgeport’s machining center portfolio (above the XV-Series and below the XR-Series), 
these performance-focused machines offer mold and die manufacturers, as well as preci-
sion engineers in the automotive, aerospace, medical and general engineering sectors 
optimum capability and functionality in a compact design.

For more information, please contact Hardinge Inc.  at 800-843-8801 or visit www.hardinge.com.



INDEX (above) 
Index Corporation offers the modular-design Ratioline turning and 
turn-mill centers. Cycle times are minimized by simultaneous machin-
ing at identical main- and counter spindles and up to 3 tool carriers. 
The machines also offer a Y/B-axis option for inclined, off-center drill-
ing and milling.

The Ratioline Model G200 turning center is a machine for bar chuck 
and shaft work up to 60mm (2.37 in.), chuck size to 200mm, and 
400mm (16 in.) part length. The G250 model is available with a heavy 
motor spindle as a tool carrier in conjunction with an 80-position tool 
changer, permitting complex parts to be produced from bar stock uti-
lizing the “lost-end” process.

     
For more information please contact INDEX Corporation at 317-770-6300 or visit 
www.index-usa.com.

“Varland’s Unique Barrel Plating
Services make the difference!”

• Monitored plating cycles. 
• Plating thickness, X-rayed tested.

• Excellent adhesion and full coverage.
• Careful handling and segregation of parts.

• Computer controlled loading and cleaning.
• Quality checks by operator, Q.C. Depart audit.

• Bar Code labeling and direct shipments.
• Certifications of plating specification.

Barrel Finishes:
Nickel, Copper, Bright Acid Tin, Zinc, Matte
Alkaline Stannate Tin, Zinc-Iron & Tin-Zinc 

Alloys, Clear & Yellow Dyed Trivalent Chromate,
Cadmium, Brass & Electroless Nickel.

ISO 9001:2000
REGISTERED
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BROWN & SHARPE 
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COMPLETE LINE OF NEW REPLACEMENT  
PARTS FOR BROWN & SHARPE  

AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES
NEW AND USED TOOLING & ATTACHMENTS

COMPLETE SPINDLE REBUILDS
SPINDLE REGRINDING 

ENGINEERING & LAYOUTS

COMPETITIVE PRICING
SAME DAY SHIPPING

DISTRIBUTOR FOR: • SOMMA • HARDINGE   
• BROWN & SHARPE • GEOMETRIC • GUHRING   
• LMT-FETTE • BOYAR-SCHULTZ • GREENFIELD

• LIPE AUTOMATION • H&G • BROOKFIELD TOOL

Over 25 Years Industry Experience Replacement  
Parts & Tooling For Brown & Sharpe Automatics

HYE-TECH MACHINE
ENTERPRISES INC.

192 Hampton Road • Southampton, NY  11968
Toll-Free: (888) 484-9900 • Fax:  (631) 287-3638

E-Mail:  info@hyetech.com • Web: www.hyetech.com



product focus

• Preset/Quick Change
   Tooling
• Broach Tools
• Cutting Tools 
• Tool Holders
• Work Holders
• Accessories

Phone:(203) 753-2114 • Fax: (203) 756-5489
109 Scott Rd • Waterbury, CT 06725

sales@sommatool.com • www.sommatool.com

Tooling designed
to improve

CALL TODAY FOR OUR FREE TOOLING CATALOG
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Need Special Tools?

No Problem!
For over 90 years the Detterbeck’s have been solving,

Special Tool Requirement Problems.

You don’t last that long without doing it right!

Lester Detterbeck Enterprises Ltd.
3390 U.S. East
Iron River, MI 49935
1-800-533-3328   Fax 1-906-265-6195

Okuma (below)
Okuma’s LB3000EX SPACE TURN CNC Lathe is able to achieve ma-
chining dimensional change over time of less than Ø5µm. 

 Users can achieve a maximum machining diameter of 16.14" and 
max machining length of 19.69".  Up to 10 pairs of NC tailstock posi-
tions can be set, enabling continuous machining of workpieces with 
10 different lengths without setup along with X and Z rapid traverse 
rates of 984 and 1,181.  The LB3000EX can be equipped with Milling 
(M) capability, a sub-spindle (W), (Y)-axis, two bed sizes (500 and 
1,000 mm) and two spindle sizes, making the machine capable of 
fitting your diverse application requirements. 

  
For more information, or to contact your local distributor, please visit
www.okuma.com. 
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Mori Seiki (above)
Mori Seiki’s NT Series of integrated mill-turn centers fully combines 
a lathe with a machining center. The NT5400 DCG/1800S employs 
both DCG™ (Driven at the Center of Gravity) technology and the box-
in-box construction of the NH Series horizontal machining centers, 
along with the turret with a built-in milling motor from the NL Series 
CNC lathes. 

The NT5400 DCG/1800S maximum turning length is 70.8". 
The mill-turn center is in the 15" chuck size class and commands 
a maximum bar work diameter of 4.1". The NT5400 DCG/1800S 
contains a B-axis that uses a DD (Direct Drive) motor. The NT5400 
DCG/1800S’s maximum tool spindle speed is 8,000 min-1 with a 
maximum spindle speed of 2,400 min-1. Additionally, the machine’s 
ATC (Automatic Tool Changer) features a tool-to-tool change time 
of just 1 second. This model features a tool magazine that stores a 
standard number of 20 tools, in addition to a 40-tool and 60-tool 
option, for a total of up to 100 tools.

For more information, please contact Mori Seiki at 847-593-5400 or visit
www.moriseiki.com.

Today’s Machining World

ADJUSTMENT FREE ROTARY BROACH TOOL HOLDER
• No center indicating required
• Eliminates secondary operations
• Industry best tool clearance

ROTARY BROACHES
• Fast delivery on ALL polygon forms
• High speed M2, PM4 and 

T15 Cobalt

• All overall lengths, 
including 28mm

• Pressure vent holes available

POLYGON TOOLBOX
• Sharp External Angles
• High Production Capacity
• Synchronized

• Eliminates Secondary 
Operations

ROTARY BROACH TOOL HOLDER
• Fast, accurate method of produc-

ing polygon forms while the
machine spindle is rotating

• Internal and External 
toolholders  available

• Swiss-Type and heavy duty

Number One for Rotary Broaching

TOOLS FOR THE TURNING INDUSTRY
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product focus

Mazak (below)
Mazak’s  Integrex e-500HS “e-machine combines the Integrex’s  CNC 
machining center/CNC turning center integration with the latest in in-
formation technology via Mazak’s e-Tower. The e-Tower brings state-
of-the-art communications tools, including a CCD camera, machine 
monitoring, and remote notification capabilities to the Integrex’s 
“Done in One” multi-tasking productivity.
 The Integrex e-500HS increases milling horsepower more than 
two and a half times (50 HP versus 20 HP), Y-axis stroke by more 
than two times (19.6 in. versus 9.05 in.), and maximum milling spin-
dle speed by 2.5 times (10,000 rpm versus 4,000 rpm). Rapid tra-
verse rates are between two and four times higher 1575 ipm in all axes 
compared to 300/250/380 ipm in X, Y, and Z. The Integrex e-500HS 
features a powerful 40 HP, 3300-rpm turning spindle for the first and 
second headstocks, and a 40-tool magazine is standard.
 High precision as well as high productivity is also a hallmark of 
the e-500HS. A programmable NC tailstock is available for shaft pro-
cessing, and a programmable steady rest moves with the tailstock to 
support long workpieces. Grease lubrication instead of way lube in X, 
Y, and Z axes results in a 90% decrease in oil consumption, making 
the new model environmentally friendly.

For more information, visit the Mazak website at www.mazakusa.com.
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Send in your answer—quick!   

Fax Jill at 708-535-0103, or email at  

jill@todaysmachiningworld.com

Squares in Squares

The area of the one gold square of the first generation is simply 1⁄9 the area of 
the original blue. The area of the eight gold squares of the second generation 
is 1⁄9 othe area of the smaller blue squares, which themselves are 1⁄9 the area of 
the original. The third generation finds sixty-four gold squares, each of which is 
(1⁄9)3  the area of the original blue square. The pattern emerges: 1 x 1⁄9 + 8 x(1⁄9)2 
+ 82 x (1/9)3 + 83 x (1⁄9)4 +…
     If you carry out the calculation to the 25th generation, you will find that gold 
covers an area equal to almost 95 percent of the original blue square. The area 
of the gold will come increasingly close to 100 percent of the original square, 
but will never reach total coverage

Five different single digit whole numbers 

add up to 30. Two of them are given as  

1 and 8. Multiply those same five numbers 

together, and the result is 2,520. Can you 

determine what the other two numbers are?

A blue square is divided into nine smaller squares, and the 
middle one is painted gold. The eight remaining blue squares are 
divided into nine, and the middle square of those is painted gold. 
If this process continues, indefinitely, can you work out the even-
tual are of the gold areas in relation to the original blue square?

Who’s too hip to be square?

1

1

R.C. Stewart of ACG Equipment Finance in Mentor, OH; John Mandell of Point Technologies  

in Austin, TX and Greg Roan of BLP Products in Orlando, FL.
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information and events for  
the month of Febuary.
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American

www.v ib inst.org/vcal .htm

Birmingham UK

Feb. 13th 
thru

 
Feb. 14th

Joseph Rogers
Brown patents

universal
mi l l ing machine

Fe b .  2 1 ,  1 8 6 5

www.farmmachinery-show.org

National FarmMachinery Show

Feb. 13 - 16

www.todayinsci .com

Feb. 5th

Alka 
Seltzer 

introduced

Feb. 26 - Feb. 29

Lou isvi l le ,  KY

Super Bowl Sunday

www.amcon
shows.com

Machine 
Building: 

American 
Contract

Manufacturers 
Show

www.amconshows.com

Mardi
Gras

Feb. 12 - 13

Grapevine
Design 2
Part Show

Feb. 27 - 28

Grapev ine  
(Da l l as ),  TX

www.booth info.
com/schedule

Seattle WA

Feb. 3rd

Feb. 19-20

w w w . m a rd i g ra s . c o m

www.devicel ink.com/expo/
macbui ld08/Austin TX

www.todayinsci.com
w w w . n f l . c o m

Vibration
Institute:

Contract
Manufacturers 

Show

Feb. 21, 1931

Basic 
Machinery 
Vibrations 

Course

Drives & Automation

Tempe, Arizona

W ith  Champ i onsh i p Tractor  Pu l l
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ad index

61	 accutrak    
          Link with the pros in knurling and roll forming.   
            Contact us at 800-433-4933 or visit www.accu-trak.com.

10		 amsco		
										Amsco stocks a large variety of parts & tooling for B&S, Davenport, 
 Acme, New Britain, and Lipe Bar Feeds. Call 800-832-6726.

43		 amt	machine	systems
										Creator of the ServoCam system, increasing the productivity capacity of your  
            B & S Automatics.  Visit www.servocam.com for details.

12	 champion	screw	machine 
            Your headquarters for tooling & replacement parts. 

61		 comex-	cont.	mach.	exch.	corp.			
										Swiss CNC and cam automatics experts. Large stock of automatics,  
            attachments and replacement parts. “Turnkey” including training is available.  
            AMEA-CEA certified appraisals. 

16-17	detroit	automatic	tooling				
										World’s largest stock of threading equipment; new, surplus tooling and repair  
            parts for multi-spindle automatics.  Visit www.detroitautomatic.com.

27		 doosan
										Speed, power and performance. Contact your Doosan distributor for more  
            details. www.infracoremt.com.

15	 etco					
										The largest manufacturer of QUALIFIED SWISS INDEXABLE INSERTS & 
 TOOLHOLDERS, specializing in grooving, turning, backturning, threading, 
 boring & custom specials.

 40-41	graff-pinkert				
													Specialists in multi-spindle automatic screw machines and  rotary transfers.   
            Family owned business for over 60 years. Check out www.graffpinkert.com.

71	 hanwha Machinery aMerica 
          Professional Swiss-style CNC turning centers. Call 262-373-1600 or  
            visit www.hanwhamachinery.com.

24	 hardinge			
										Turn to Hardinge for precision, accuracy & reliability in headstock & pickoff  collets   
            guide bushings and more. Call 800-843-8801 or visit  www.hardingetooling.com.

9	 hurco  

           A global automation company designing & producing interactive computer   

            controls, software & machine systems.  Call 800-634-2416 or visit  www.hurco.com.

9	 hye-tech	machine	enterprises,	inc. 

           Superior service and same-day shipping on replacement parts & tooling for Brown  

            & Sharpe automaticss.  Call (888)484-9900 or visit www.hyetech.com.

53		 iscar			

										Supplier of precision carbide metalworking tools, carbide inserts, end mills    

            and cutting tools. Call 817-258-3200 or visit  www.iscar.com.

57	 kitamura		
										THE premier machining center focusing on extreme accuracy and repeatability.  
            Visit www.kitamura-machinery.com for more details.

59	 lester	detterbeck	

										Manufacturer of Special Cutting Tools, Tool Blanks, Cams  and Tool Holders for the  

           Turned Parts Industry for over 90 years. Call 1-800-533-3328.

35		 maier/methods	machine	tools
										Maier- Turning on technology. We place a lot of weight on your accuracy.  

            Call 978-443-5388 or visit www.maier-swiss.com.

72	 marubeni	citizen-cincom,	inc.	  

            A joint venture company — Marubeni Tokyo & Citizen Watch Co., Ltd., builder of  

            precision Swiss-type lathes. Call  201-818-0100 or visit www.marucit.com.

19	 miyano			

										Building the best turning centers in the industry.  Call 630-766-4141 or visit

            www.miyano-usa.com.

2-3	 nexturn	-	tyler	machine	company		

	 The CNC Swiss machine leader. Call  603-474-7692 or visit  www.tylermachine.com.

45		 nowak			

										Patented Nowak wedge chucking system for Davenports and Acmes,  

            plus rebuilding and parts. Call 800-423-0970 or visit www.nowakproducts.com.

25		 nsk	america
										Amsco stocks a large variety of parts & tooling for B&S, Davenport, 
 Acme, New Britain, and Lipe Bar Feeds. Call 800-832-6726.

6	 partmaker	software   

          PartMaker CAD/CAM reduces part programming time for CNC Mills, Lathes, EDM, 

           Turn-Mill Centers & CNC Swiss-type lathes. Call 888-270-6878 or www.partmaker.com.

64	 ray	h.	morris		

										Trusted supplier of OEM parts and tooling for all your machining needs.  

            Call 800-243-0663 or visit www.rayhmorris.com. 

29	 schmolz	+	bickenbach		

										Providing special steel solutions. With SMQ you are ready to run!  

            Call 877-844-6387 or visit www.ugitechusa.com. 

60		 slater	tools		
										THE broaching experts. Call 586-465-5000  or visit www.slatertools.com.

59	 somma	tool		

										Broaches, dovetails, hollow mills, quick-change insert tooling and more.   

            Experience honest-to-goodness service. Visit www.sommatools.com. 

21	 star	cnc	

										The industry’s msot complete line of advanced Swis-type CNC machines.  

             Visit www.starcnc.com.

14	 universal	automatics  

           Specializing in the sale of good quality used automatics, CNC’s and rotary 

             transfer machines. Call 954-202-0063 or visit www.universalautomatics.com.

58	 varland

           Specialists in high quality, precision barrel electroplating since 1946.

4 wilcox	steel		

										Cold bar steel drawn manufacturing. Committed to customer satisfaction, excellent  

            quality and on-time delivery. Call 800-504-7452 or visit www.wilcoxsteel.com.
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For Sale

help wanted

NEED A NEW JOB?
NOW HIRING!

Don’t Rely on any Tom, Dick or Harry!

LSI Manufacturing Solutions
Has placed more people in the Swiss CNC Industry 

than any other Firm! New Jobs Daily! More Satisfied 

Companies, More Satisfied Candidates!

Too Many Job Openings to List!

Send Your Resume Today!

When You Need the Best, 

Contact
Lance Solak    Bill Kubena
LSI MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS

Ph. 330-273-1002  Fax 330-225-3985
Jobs@LSIJOBS.com

See www.LSIJOBS.com for the 

Largest Selection of Swiss CNC and

Screw Machine Job Listings in the USA!

The USA’s Leading Firm Staffing the

SWISS CNC & SCREW MACHINE INDUSTRY!

Wickman
Specialist

With more than 30 yrs. experience 
I can cater to all your needs.

  
Rebuilds, maintenance, problem solving, tooling,  

set-ups, training and more.  
  Based in IL, will travel anywhere.   

Reasonable rates. 

Call Brian Madden at 
(815) 282-5418 or

(815) 520-0375 (cell) 
e-mail 

brian.madden@insightbb.com

Talent and Companies within the
SWISS CNC INDUSTRY!

Companies - Post Your Swiss CNC Jobs!
Employees - Find Your Dream Job!

Finally, the Best     Source for Connecting

SwissCNCjobs.com

IEMCA PRA 40F Bundle Loaders (3)

IEMCA SIR32 for Acme 1” RAN6

IEMCA SIR32 for New Britain 51

IEMCA SIR32 for New Britain 52

IEMCA SIR25 for Euroturn 6/20

IEMCA SIR25 for Tornos Multi Deco 20/6 (2)

IEMCA SIR25 for Gildemeister GM-20 (2)

Brand new IEMCA bar loaders at a fraction of original price!

Contact Graff-Pinkert    708-535-2200   sales@graffpinkert.com

ISO 9001:2000 Certified

800 -343-4111 • www.bostoncenterless.com

• BioDur® 316LS stainless
• BioDur® 108 alloy
• BioDur® TrimRite® stainless
• Custom 455® stainless
• Custom 465® stainless
• Titanium alloys
• Tolerances to .000050"
• Finishes to 3Ra

11 Presidential Way 
Woburn, MA 01801 
Phone: 781.994.5000
Fax: 781.994.5001
info@bostoncenterless.com

BioDur, Custom 465, Custom 455 and TrimRite are 
registered trademarks of CRS Holdings, Inc., 
a subsidiary of Carpenter Technology Corporation.

Straightness, roundness and size 
tolerance are essential to medical
component manufacturing. At Boston
Centerless, we understand your needs
and provide materials precisely to
specification each and every time,
allowing your machining process to run
smoothly. We have a state-of-the-art
facility with an extensive inventory of
medical alloys.

Precision Grinding
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help wanted  

MRGCareers.comMORE SWISS CNC 
JOBS MORE OFTEN

TERRITORY ACCOUNT MANAGER  
(lrg European owned contract  

manufacturer of cnc mill, turn, jig bore, 
jig grind, strong technical, contact in S.E. 
territory) up to $100K with commission 

– ANY SOUTHEAST LOCATION

SALES REP (sales of precision  
machined, cnc turned and screw  

machine products, long time company 
known for high quality components)  

up to $95K –  
SOUTH EAST TERRITORY

SALES MANAGER (gear cutting,  
shafts, machining, lead screws, technical 

exp., powertrain, APQP, sales and  
marketing leadership)  

up to $120K – DETROIT MI AREA

SWISS CNC ENGINEERING TECH  
(eng. depart., R&D, programming, prove out new jobs, 

new equip.) BOSTON AREA – up to $25/hr

SWISS CNC MACHINIST  
(aerospace, set up, edit, great benefits, growing co) 

EASTSIDE CLEVELAND OH – up to $24/hr

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER  
(swiss CNC lathes, process, program, problem solve, 

contin. improve., electronics OEM, position leads to man-
agement, fantastic benefits)  

REDLANDS CA AREA – up to $90K

SWISS CNC MACHINIST  
(swiss lathe, set up, problem solve, medical components 

OEM, lrg multi-plant operation, programming a plus)  
MINNEAPOLIS MN – up to $25/hr

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER (new state of the art 
swiss lathe technology, cnc programmer, processing, new 

product development, OEM, great benefits)  
S.W. OH – up to $70K

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER / PROGRAMMER  
(swiss cnc lathe, twin spindle lathes, multi-axis turning, 

process, program, tool, CAD/CAM software, growing fluid 
control OEM) HOUSTON TX AREA – up to $65K

SWISS CNC MACHINIST (set up, troubleshoot,  
operate, edit, swiss CNC lathes, programming is a plus, 

solid benefits and retirement) 
SOUTHERN CT / BRIDGEPORT CT AREA – up to $25/hr

SWISS CNC ENGINEERING TECH  
(great step into engineering, all new state of the art swiss 
cnc lathes, process, program, set up prior to production, 

R&D) HARTFORD CT AREA – up to $70K

Contact Tom Medvec 
www.MRGCareers.com
(330)722-5171 ~ Fax (330)722-7360

 HYPERLINK “mailto:SWISSCNCJobs@MRGCAREERS.COM” 
CNCSwissJobs@MRGCAREERS.COM

MORE JOBS  ~  MORE OFTEN

America’s #1 Source for Swiss Lathe Talent

PLANT MANAGER (lean, 5-S, cont. improve., 150 employees, high 
volume, screw machine, cnc, rotary trsfr, new plant being built, sales 
growth) up to $105K + perks – CLEVELAND OH AREA

GENERAL MANAGER (225 emp’s, 4 yr degree, automotive, 
$45MM in sales, screw machines, newer cnc’s, broaching, P&L, 
budgeting, capital projects) up to $115K + strong bonus) 
DETROIT MI AREA

PLANT MANAGER (APQP, automotive, worldwide corp., 
growing sales, P&L, budgeting, degree, high volume, state of 
the art turning equip., fantastic benefits) KALAMAZOO MI 
AREA – up to $90K + bonus

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR (strong technical leadership, 
degree preferred, career advancement, high volume turning, 
plan, schedule, cont. improve) NORTHERN RI AREA –  
up to $65K

SCREW MACHINE MANAGER (expanding oil field products 
OEM, Acme multi spdl, hands on, over 15 emp’s, leadership, 
troubleshooting) HOUSTON TX AREA – up to $65K

MACHINING MANAGER (lean, cont. improve., CNC 
turning, multi spdl screw machines, non-automotive, plan, 
schedule, leadership) CLEVELAND OH AREA – up to $62K

Career Advancement
PLANT / OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

www.MRGCareers.com
Contact Tom Medvec 

(330)722-5171 Fax (330)722-7360
HYPERLINK “mailto:SWISSCNCJobs@MRGCAREERS.

COM” ManagementJobs@MRGCAREERS.COM

SR. MANUFACTURING ENGINEER 
(4 yr degree, high volume, candidates should 
have exp on some of the following processes: 
screw machine, rotary tsfr, dial machines, cnc 

turning.  Major US OEM, well-known corp)  
DURHAM NC AREA – up to $81K + bonus

SCREW MACHINE ENGINEER (tool, layout,  
estimate, process, CAD design, multi spdl 

automatics, growing co, major plant expansion, 
degree not req.) CLEVELAND OH – up to $65K

PROCESS ENGINEER (high volume, APQP,  
tier one, tool, process layouts, problem solving, 
screw machines, cnc’s, rotary trsfr, broaching, 

drilling, tapping, relocation)  
TWO LOCATIONS – WESTERN MI – up to $78K

ENGINEER / PROGRAMMER (multi spdl cnc 
lathes, multi axis turning, swiss lathes, high 

volume fluid control OEM, 50% plant growth, new 
equip) HOUSTON TX AREA – up to $70K

PROCESS ENGINEER (broaching, turning, 
Acme screw machines, layouts, tool design, 

process improve, tier one, multi plant operation) 
NORTH OF DETROIT MI AREA – up to $75K

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER – CALIFORNIA 
(exp. on swiss cnc lathes or cam driven swiss 
screw machines, process, tool, cont. improve, 

great relo, electronics OEM)  
ONTARIO CA AREA – up to $90K

ENGINEERS 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Contact Tom Medvec (330)722-5171
Fax (330)722-7360

 HYPERLINK “mailto:SWISSCNCJobs@ 
MRGCAREERS.COM” EngineeringJobs@

MRGCAREERS.COM

Happy  
New Year!!
Thank You to All For  

Another Fantastic Year.

Medvec Resources 
Group Staff

CNC LATHE PROGRAMMER (work in engineering 
dept., solid lathe programming skills, multi axis lathes or 
swiss lathes) GREATER BOSTON AREA – up to $23/hr

MACHINIST / PROGRAMMER (OEM, great benefits, 
cnc turning, set up multi axis lathes, twin spindle twin 

turret lathes and swiss lathes)  
HOUSTON TX AREA – up to $28/hr

GENERAL MACHINIST (medical products, manual 
milling, turning, grinding, sawing)  

HOUSTON TX AREA – up to $19/hr

NEW BRITAIN MACHINIST (set up, operate, repair, 
lrg OEM, move equip from another plant)  

WINSTON SALEM NC AREA – up to $20/hr

CNC LATHE SET UP / PROGRAMMER (high volume, 
multi axis, single spdl and dual spdl lathes) 

DETROIT MI AREA – up to $24/hr

MORE JOBS  ~  MORE OFTEN

MACHINISTS WANTED

Too Many Machinist Jobs to List All!
Check out  HYPERLINK “http://www.MRGCareers.com”  

www.MRGCareers.com for the
Largest List of Open Positions

Contact Tom Medvec (330)722-5171
Fax (330)722-7360

 HYPERLINK “mailto:SWISSCNCJobs@MRGCAREERS.COM” 
MachinistJobs@MRGCAREERS.COM

MORE JOBS ~ MORE OFTEN

SALES OPPORTUNITIES

 HYPERLINK “http://www.MRGCareers.com” 
www.MRGCareers.com

Contact Tom Medvec (330)722-5171
Fax (330)722-7360

 HYPERLINK “mailto:SWISSCNCJobs@
MRGCAREERS.COM”  

SalesJobs@MRGCAREERS.COM

MORE JOBS ~ MORE OFTEN



Collets, bushings, barloader  

collets and allied tooling for all

Swiss-Type Automatics

Call Southwick & Meister, Inc.  

203-237-0000

Or visit www.s-mcollets.com

Serving the Swiss-Automatic  

industry for over 50 years!
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CNC Lathe 
Spindle Liners

Maximize Machining Control
10530 E. 59th Street 

Indianapolis, IN 46236
Ph: 317.823.6821 • Fax: 317.823.6822

Toll Free: 877.240.2462

Visit us on the internet at
www.trusty-cook.com

email: trustycook@sbcglobal.net

For Sale 

Highest Quality
Precision Cutting Tools

www.completool.com
www.completetool.net

email: info@completool.com
763.571.4242 • Fax: 763.571.4406

7760 Elm Street N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55432

Quality • Service • Value

Reamers/Drills • Thread Mills 
Thread Whirl Inserts 

Dovetail Forms, Shaves, Flatforms 
All Special Form Tools • Quick Quotes

Carbide, HSS, Ceramet 
Tool Design Service and Engineering 

Tight Tolerances
Micro-Medical Tooling

www.mistcollectors.com
Tel: 1-800-645-4174

OIL MIST & SMOKE 
IN YOUR SHOP?

ARE YOUR 
FLOORS SLIPPERY 
AND DANGEROUS?

Great For Swiss CNC’s
and Screw Machines

classifieds

  www.greentechnologies.biz
  Non-marring Feed Fingers & Pushers

  for All Automatic Screw Machines
                    815.624.8011 
          Green Technologies, Inc.

  Since 1942

  

 Green Technologies, Inc 1/13/06 Green Technologies, Inc 1/13/06
 Black & White Classified Ad – 2.3125 x 1 Black & White Classified Ad – 2.3125 x 1

Ray H. MoRRis Co.
The industry Leader

Parts, Tooling,  
accessories, Davenport, Brown & 

sharpe, Multi & CNC

Tempered sheet steel Round  

Edge Flat Wire

800-243-0662
www.rhmorris.com

SOUTHWICK&MEISTER INC.
1455 North Colony Road

Post Office Box 725
Meriden, Connecticut 06450-0725
203 237-0000  Fax 203 634-4509

www.s-mcollets.com
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Polyurethane

High-Performance Turning Centers 
for Complex Applications

www.miyano-usa.com

AM INDUSTRIAL - Cleveland, OH

Chip Processing/Coolant Filtration: 
Complete Prab chip wringer,  

American Pulverizer Crusher, Filtertech 
coolant filters, Barnes chip filters

 
Phone:  (888) 325-5738     

Email:  sales@amindust.com

EATON STEEL
COLD-DRAWN & HOT ROLLED

PRODUCTS

www.eatonsteel.com

800-527-3851



BROWN & SHARPE  
SPECIALISTS

COMPLETE LINE OF  
NEW REPLACEMENT

PARTS FOR BROWN & SHARPE
AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES

Competitive Pricing
Same Day Shipping

HYE–TECH MACHINE
ENTERPRISES INC.

Toll-Free: (888) 484-9900   
Fax: (631) 287-3638

Web: www.hyetech.com
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For Sale 

Number One for Rotary Broaching

FAST DELIVERY ON ALL POLYGON FORMS

ROTARY BROACHES & BROACH HOLDERS
• Fast, accurate method of producing polygon 

forms while the machine spindle is rotating
• Internal and External toolholders available

SHAVING DOVETAIL TOOL HOLDER
• Produce smooth uniform diameters within +/- .0005
• Complete in less revolutions than an end working operation
• Floating body compensates for index or spindle errors
• Loose jaw design gives easy tool removal
• Various block configurations available

CENTER LIVE RETRACTABLE
• Precision bearing placement for greater rigidity
• Independent inner housing provides rigidity while allowing

center shaft to retract
• Spring loaded design compensates for workpiece center variations

LOCKING ADJUSTING NUT AND WRENCH 
(LOW COST SERVO REPLACEMENT)

Call Nowak Products, Inc.
800-423-0970

email: nowak@nowakproducts.com

threading tools

Threading tools for high volume,
small diameter applications.

Landis
Threading

w w w . l a n d i s t h r e a d i n g . c o m

Toll-Free: 800.358.3500 • sales@landisthreading.com
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An  ISO 9001:2000 Certified Company
PRECISION TOOLS INC.

Toll Free: 1-888-COL-LETS
www.centaurtools.com

Tooling That Gives You
The Competitive Edge!

Precision
Tapping Systems

TMW Classified  8/7/06  11:06 AM  Page 6

d p t e c h n o l o g y . c o m

Wayne Products Inc.
Web: www.wayneproducts.com

Email: info@wayneproducts.com
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I recently spent a day listening to Dr. Edward Hallowell, a 
psychiatrist who has written extensively about Attention 

Deficit Disorder, ADD, and its frequent partner, dyslexia. 
His seminal work, Driven to Distraction, is a must read for 
people who have children who live with ADD or adults who 
want to understand their own ADD clients. I had the plea-
sure of listening to Dr. Hallowell at the National Conference 
of the Association of Educational Therapists.

My wife Risa has worked with clients with ADD for 32 
years. Noah Graff, who writes a lot of this magazine, is a  
classic ADDer, and I exhibit some of the traits, according to 
Risa, so listening to Hallowell talk about “unwrapping the  
gift of ADD” resonated.

Hallowell, a Harvard graduate and M.D. has ADD and 
dyslexia and is still a slow reader. But he’s written a dozen 
books, and can lecture for hours without notes. Albert  

Einstein probably had ADD and dyslexia. He was famous  
for his request to “please repeat very slowly.”

Hallowell has two children who have been diagnosed  
with ADD, so he is a native, not a tourist, in this world. All 
the data indicates a strong genetic strand with studies on 
identical twins, separated at birth, showing a 60 percent 
likelihood of them having similar ADD behavior.

Hallowell’s gift is his ability to demystify ADD and re-label it as 
a set of positive attributes, particularly for those who understand 
it, and harness it to work for them. His metaphor for the child 
with ADD is “it’s like having a Ferrari engine with Chevy brakes.”

This is particularly apt for boys, who are more commonly 
diagnosed.  Girls probably have comparable numbers of 
ADDers, but are often misdiagnosed as being bi-polar or de-
pressed. Their metaphor is “my brain is like a butterfly dart-
ing up and down in need of a net,” according to Hallowell.

What Hallowell has found in his practice is that the person 
with ADD, properly diagnosed and treated, usually in the form 
of an amphetamine like Ritalin, can tap into an energy and 
creativity that have been overwhelmed by a lack of focus and 
distractedness. He sees the drugs working like eyeglasses. 

They work well in 80 percent of cases.
Stimulants like Ritalin and its various 

pharmaceutical variations, have enabled huge 
numbers of people to get a hold of their symp-
toms and turn around their lives. In the bad old 
days before ADD was readily diagnosable, mil-
lions of kids were termed incorrigible fidgeters, 
daydreamers or fools. Because they couldn’t 
concentrate long enough to do homework or 
take tests, impulsivity led kids with ADD to 
be called troublemakers. But with medication, 
good channeling and understanding at home 
and in school, the gifts of curiosity and energy 
can emerge from the guise of ADD.

David Neeleman, CEO of JetBlue, diagnosed 
with ADD at the age of 42, believes his hyperac-
tive nature is responsible for his creativity and 
energy leading to the company’s huge growth. 
Billionaire Charles Schwab, CEO of the suc-
cessful online trading company, has also been 
diagnosed with ADD and dyslexia.  

According to Hallowell, many people with 
undiagnosed ADD end up depressed because 
they feel out of sync with the mainstream and 
feel dumb because they lack focus to do school 
work. When their ADD is diagnosed, treated 
and re-labeled as a “gift that is hard to unwrap” 
and more like an itch that wants to be scratched 
than an intellectual deficit, it becomes manageable.

So why write about ADD in an Afterthought 
column? Almost every person I know is touched 
closely or indirectly by a child or adult with 
ADD. The shame and fear still persists today, 
and ADD is still hugely unaddressed. Untold 
pain and anguish could be relieved by treat-
ment and understanding. I know the machining 
world is a microcosm of the wider world, so it 
is loaded with folks with ADD and dyslexia. May 
all our “gifts” be realized.

Unwrapping the Gift

“Almost every person I know is touched closely or 

indirectly by a child or adult with ADD.”

afterthought





Elk Grove Village, IL
(847) 364-9060

Allendale, NJ
(201) 818-0100 

Fountain Valley, CA
(714) 434-6224

ISO9001:2000

The World Leader in CNC Swiss Turning

Sliding Headstock Type CNC Automatic Lathe

2-YEAR Machine and
Control Limited Warranty

M32 V 

φ32 mm (1.25")
320 mm (12.5")
8,000 rpm
7,000 rpm

Machine specifications
Item 

Max. machining diameter 
Max. machining length 
Main spindle speed 
Back spindle speed

Improved productivity
for complex machining

YAxis
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